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Plate 2 
Recent sc arplet crossing McGee Creek. This fault 
feature cuts the prominent lateral moraine in the middle 
dist a nce a shart distance to the rig~t of the middle of 
the photograph an d continues south across the stream bed 
as a sharply- defined scarp. See pag e 7.2. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper presents the results of an investigation carried 
on during 1932 of the Quaternary geolo,gic structure and stratigraphy 
of the; Bis:hop Region, eastern California .. Close relationship of 
structural and stratigraphic, data has resulted in the formulation of 
a rather complete outlihe of the later geoLogic history of the regioh. 
Contributions to the stratigraphy of the: q:rea include the 
establishing of the Zurich foFmation to embrace Pleistocne "lake 
bedsit! and fanglome·ra.te:. Both the tuff'-brecc:ia and pumiceous breccia 
of the Volcanic Tableland are grouped as tha "Bishop formation". 
The 2 urich formation is shown to be at least partly contemporan-
eous with the Bishop formation. 
The; piedmont faults of the region have been accurately loc ated 
by numerous recently formed scarplets. A very noticeable offset 
in the Sierran base southwest of Bishop is des,cribed and termed the 
Bishop Offset. The ty oe of sloping surface lying between two 
faults which diminish their throws in opposite directions, as pre-
· sent in the BishoD Offset, is described a s a newly recognized 
ge omorphic form and named a. "'Scarpramp". 
The Sierra Nevada is believed to have been uplifted a con-
sidera'.ble amount since the Inyo-Whit.e Mounta.in Range attained ap-
proximately its present elevation •. The effect of this recent uplift 
on the climate of Owens Valley is discussed. 
Deep Spring Valley and Cowhorn Valley are shown to be sim-
ilar fault outl ine:d features, each the result of the dropping do~wn 
of a lozenge shaped block in the interior of the range along normal 
f aults. The east wall of Deep Spring Valley was farmed considerably 
more recently than the west side. 
The Sierran piedmont fault zone is generally narrow but 
becomes distributive at some localities. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The area described in this paper lies in northern Inyo 
County, California, about 225 miles north of Los Angeles, and 
includes portions of the Sierra Nevada, Owens Valley, the White 
Mount a ins, tha Inyo Mo untains, and Deep Spring Valley. Al-
though this region has long been recognize·d as being of ex-
ceptional interest to the geologist, it has been the subject 
of but little detailed investigation. As early as 1872, 
J.D. Whi tney,, g:eologist in charge of the second California 
State Geological Survey, visited Owens Valley to investiga te 
the results of the disasterous 1872 earthquake and a ppar ently 
recognized a t that time the tectonic origi n of the valley, 
a lthoug h he does not ap pe ar to have r ea lized the recency of 
the faulting along its margins. (1, p. 2 90) Clarence King 
had pas s ed throug h the terr itory somewhat earlier but he 
published very little bearing on its structure. 
Char les D Walcot t visited Owens Valley several times · 
about the turn of the century and published papers concerning 
the Cambrian faunas of the I nyo Ra nge and an article describing 
the Waucoba embayment (1 0 ). A most excellent reconnaiss ance 
report of the Ow ens Valley regi on by Ado lph Knopf and Edwin 
Ki rk a ppea red in 1918 but the li mi t ations of t ime imposed on 
these worke rs apparently mad e a delinea tion of the structure 
a pra:ct ic a l imposs i bi J:.i ty. As a result, tb.e ir work, alt hough 
rather complete in its stratigraphic information, contains 
very little structural data (2). It seemed, therefore, that 
this reg i on sho ti!d present ~xceptional opportunities for a 
detailed study of its recent structure. With the eluci dation 
of this general subject in mind the author carried on .field 
work during the Spring, Summer and Fall of 1932. The problem 
originally undertaken,. a study of the Quaternari structure" 
has grown in scope somewhat as _ the field work· has progressed, 
but the aim throughout tlas been to treat this problem and 
closely rela~ed ones to the exclusion of other interesting 
subjects. The old meta-sedimentary se:ries of the White Mo un-
tains, for instance, offers an exceptionally attractive field 
of study to the struc~ural geologist, but this problem is ob-
viously unrelated to -c.he recent struc~ure and so was not 
considered during the fie!d work. 
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paper t(!J) differentiate carefully between proved facts acceptable 
to anyone and hypotheses of the author,. some perhaps acceptable 
to no one. Geology, particularly physiographic geology, is 
largely inferential, and it is inevitable that di f ferences of 
opinion will arise in the interpretation of field data. The 
less data the greater the variety of interpretations. rt has 
been the author's constant aim to present all sides of con-
tentious: questions -- whether he has been successful. is ex- · 
tremely doubtful, but if he has been able,.on the whole, to 
refrain from dogmatism to conceal his own uncertainties, he 
will feel that his efforts have not been entirely in vain. 
GEOGRAPHY 
The Sierra Nevada (Spanish, "Snowy range-,,), a portion of 
which was investigated during the preparation of this paper, 
extends in a practically unbroken line from Tehachepi Pass 
on the south, to the vicinity of Mount Lasseri on ·the north, 
a distance of over 400 miles. (It is suggest~d \ tbat the 
Sierran unit be delimited by the Garlock and San Andreas 
faults on the south, and by the Lassen lava fiel4 on the north.) 
The general form of this great range varies somewhat but es-
sentially it is a:. tilted block, bounded on the east by a steep 
scarp which rises to its summit within a few miles of its 
eastern base;. from the summit its rather gentle slope extends 
westward until it merges with the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
valleys some 30 to 60 miles distant~ The northern portion of 
the ra:nge has been affected by relatively recent faulting .at 
several pla.ces a considerable dist ance west of its crest 
(7,. p.42). The: southern part has been f aulted along and near 
its western margin between Bakersfield and Merc:ed (3). 
The gentle western slope is well watered by winds 
from the Pa:.c if ic Ocean -- rainfall varies greatly with latitude 
and altitude but generally exceeds 30 inches. As these winds 
rise higher and higher in crossing· the mountains, they drop 
more and more of their moisture until they reach the c.rest~ as 
they pass down the precipitous eastern slope they contribute 
comparatively little rainfall to this side of the range. As 
a result of this desi~ting effect of the Sierra Nevada" Owens 
Valley is relatively very arid, the average rainfall at Bishop 
(at an elevation of 4!47 feet) being less than 7 inches per 
year. The farther east we travel~ away from the ocean, the 
smaller is the amount of rainfall. Death Valley, partly below 
sea level and in the lee of several great mountain ranges 
~eceives the minimu~ of the southwest region. 
The differene.es in rainfall are well shown by the changes 
in vegetation that occur from west to east ac.ross the Sierras 
and the region to the east. The sagebrush-covered floor of 
San Joaquin Valley (except where it has been irrigated) yields 
to the manz.ani ta slopes of the foothills which in turn merge 
into the lower coniferous zones of the mountains. Conifers are 
present continuously from an elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet to 
the timber line at about 111:000 feet. The eastern slope of 
the Sierra shows approximately the same succession of vegetation 
although the much smaller rainfall is indicated by the relative 
thinness of growth~ The floor of Owens Valley, receiving only 
5 to 7 inches of_ rainfall a year, exhibits the sparse plant 
cover typical of the arid regions of the southwest. To the 
east of Owens Valley,. pines occur only at elevations above 
900a feet -- below them a scraggly belt of juni pers. 
Extreme dryness thus characterizes the region east of the 
Sierra, although this very feature which seems to r.etard 
erosive processes has made of it an ideal place in which to 
study recent, geologic activity. 
An unfortunate confusion has arisen in connection with 
the name of the range of mountains which forms the east wall 
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of Owens Valley, the northern half has been called the White 
Mountains and the southern half the Inyo Mountains. Since the 
entire range is a distinct, unbroken, orographic unit, the use 
of two names is undesireable but both of th.em have become 
established firmly by local usage and cannot very well b~ 
discontinued. The southern portion ext ending from the Coso 
Range south of Owens Lake north to the Waucoba embayment 
east of Big Pine has been cal led the. "Inyo Mountains", and the 
northern part, extending from the Wa ucoba embayment to Mont-
gomery Pas s has been called the "White Mountainstt. This usage 
will be continued in the present paper. When the entire range 
is referred to,_ it will be called the "Inyo-White Mo untain 
Range tt· . 
The range is bounded on tb.e east, from south to north, 
by Saline. Va1ley, Eureka Valley and Fish Lake Valley and contains 
as an integral part Deep Spring Valley. All of these valleys 
• d. 
are clos ed desert basins containfr1g: no perenru'e.-1 streams and 
thus are not "valleys~, sensu stricto, but it seems futile to 
call them by aby other name when the word valley has such a 
tenacious claim both by usage and priority. If we are to 
redefine old, long-established wo~ds such as th i s one, we are 
attempting to establish lexicographic leaderstlip that hardly 
seems justif ied. Def ining careful l y both as to· meaning and 
place of application any new term that an autno-r intends to 
7 
m. introduce to an already sated literature is comendable but to 
" 
attempt to restrict narrowly the meaning of old,. well-known 
words se-ems to be an unwarranted exhibition of missionary 
z eal. 
Owens Valley and its climatic conditions are peculiarly 
the concern of Los Angeles, si nce the southern city at the 
present time obtains most of its domestic water supply from 
that region. Development of the Colorado River aqueduct will 
eventually make Southern California more or less independant of 
Owens Valley, but at the present time the precipitation in 
the Inycor-I\il:ono area is of the greatest i mportance to Los Angeles 
residents. Further, the geologic structure of Owens Valley is 
of very great concern to the people of Los Angeles, since the 
safety of the Owens River aqueduct is intimately rel a ted to 
possible movement on the fault system of the valley. The 
region discussed i n the present paper does not cover those parts 
of the valley traversed by the aqueduct but the recent geologic 
structure of the entire valley is much alike. 
A few words concerning the water supply of Owens Valley 
may not be amiss if they present some undeFstanding of the long 
controversy between the residents of the valley and the City 
of Los Angeles. yVhen it became evident some 25 years ago that 
water sufficient to meet the needs of Los Angeles could not 
be satisfactorily developed in southern California, the city 
made arrangements to bu~ certain water rights in Owens Valley 
and to construct an aqueduct to lead the water south. Since 
Owens Valley bef_ore the construction of the aqueduct was a 
fairly successfuI , f arming communtty and because Los Angeles 
now uses practically all of the water in the va l ley it was 
inevitable that agriculture in the Owens Valley region should 
8 
c:eas·e. This has ca1used a great exodus from the valley and the 
'r 
arising· of a feeling of ! ·ancour in the hearts of the people, 
who have stayed to see once prosperous fanms return to sagebrush. 
Such resentment is entirely expectable under the circumstances, 
even though the city has in the main been more than generous 
in its business dealings with the land owners. 
The highest ·claim on any water supply -- domestic use--
has supplanted use for irrigation in this case as it has in 
many others, and as it will undoubtedly co·ntinue to do in 
the future. 
MAP 
As a base on which to plot the structure, u. s. GeoI-
·ogical survey topographic: maps have been used. The Bishop 
quadrangle and portions of the Mt. Goddard, Mt. Morrison, 
White Mounta;.in and Lida quadrangles· were employed. All but 
the latter are on a scale of 1:125,000; the Lida .sheet was 
enlarged from a scale of 1:250,000 to 1;125>000 for this work. 
The contour interval. of all of t he maps is 100 feet. 
Faults were drawn according to the legend on Plate 1, 
which will be briefly explained here. At the outset of the 
f ie14 work it was believed to be desireable to differentiate 
between various degrees of certainty in fault mapp ing, both 
as to existence and loca tion of the fault trace. Further, 
the date of latest activity, when it could be determined, was 
believed to wa.rrent notice on the map. At Dr. Buwalda•s sug-
.· gestion, therefore, I undertook the preparation -of a legend to 
show as much as possible of this information. 
The only a tt empt, so far as I know, to do this was made 
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in the preparation of the California Fault Map. Here, •active• 
and. "dead" faults are distinguished (according to· di f ferent 
standards with the two authors, however) and the certainty of 
location of the fault trace is indicated as has been customary, 
by solid, dashed and dotted lines. Nowhere, though, have I 
seen any attempt to differentiate faults a:cc.ording to the 
_£ertaig~;y, of their existence. We have been led to believe 
that authors were either positive of the existence of the faults 
they mapped or did not map themt As a matter of fact we realize 
that the personal judgment of what constitutes certainty 
varies widely so the actual f a:ult maps of a particular '.ter-
ritory prepared by several workers often differ considerably. 
In order to make possible the mapping of features of whose 
interpretation as faults I was not certain, I devised the 
porti on of the legend in which faults are classified as 
"Certain"• "Probable" and "Possible"• 
The reader of the map can thus tell at a glance how 
diagnostic the field evidence is with respect to any par-
ticular fault feature .• He can also tell at once the clarjty 
of expression of the fault by noting whether its location is· 
11 0ertain", 11 Approximate 11 or 11 Conceaiedu. In order to make as 
l:tttle change as possible from existing means of showing 
faults, I have employed without change the usual convention of 
solid,, dashed and dotted lines. to· represent ~1aig faults 
Whose locations are respectively certain, approximate and ·con-
cealed. The other patterns of lines are simple -- two dashes. 
with one, two and three dots to represent probable faults and 
o·ne da.sh with one, two and three dots to represent J2.0SS i ble 
faults. 
1-0 
Interpretation of the terms· certain, probable and pos-
sible- are sure to vary a: great deal. My own use of the var-
ious classifications is about as follows: 
Certain -- no contradictory evidence, a large amount of 
copJirmatory evidence. 
Probable -- little or no contradictory evidence, a fair 
amount of confirmatory evidence. 
Possible -- a small amount or no contradictory evidence, lit-
tle confirmatory evidence. 
The use of di f ferent colors to represent the da te of 
latest activity is not new, as ha s been mentioned, although 
the assigning of definite ages to the most recent activity has 
apparently not been done previously. On Plate 1, I have 
distinguished faults that have been active during Recent , time, 
those ~C.tive during the Quaternary (Pleistocene and Recent) 
and those whose date of most recent activity is not known. 
GEOLOGY 
STRATIGRAPHY 
Although the present paper deals primarily with the recent 
structure and geologic history of the Bishop Region, a discussion 
of the stratigraphy obviously is neees sary, for not only is 
the physiogra phy greatly influenced by the types of rocks, 
but the l ater geol ogic history has been deciplh.ered largely 
through a. recognition of the relative ages of the many Qua-
ternary deposits·, glacial, volcanic and continental. A gen-
eralized columnar section of the reg ion, partly after Knopf 
(2) is shown in Plate 3, from which it will be seen that a 
fairly complete geologic section from pre-Cambrian through 
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Tri assic, with the· exc'eption· of Silurian, is present. 
,., 
Older Rocks 
The pre-Tertiary rocks consist of a great series of 
meta.-sedimentaries intruded by a composite batholith of 
probable Jurassic age (2, p. lI). The meta-sedimentary rocks 
are confined almost exclusively to the Inyo-White Mountain 
Range (see Plates 5, 6 and 7), with a few small, scatt~red 
o:cc:urrenc.es in the Sierra~. The batholi thic rocks. are present 
both in the Sierraz,. where they form the major portion of the 
range~ and in the Inyo-White Mountain Range where they con-
stitute a·bout half oT the rocks exposed at the surf ace. Several 
papers· concerning the pre-Tertiary rocks have bee.n published, 
and the reader is referred to them for detailed information 
(2,.9). 
From the time of the great bathol i thic intrusions, 
probably during the Jurassic, until the latter part of Ceno-
zoie:. time (late Pliocene of early Pleistocene) when the rhy-
olite tuff breccia series north of Bishop and t he Zurich forma-
tion of the White Mountains were deposited, no rocks are 
recorded in the region covered by this report.. Beginning with 
the above volcanic and fanglomera.tic formations, however, an 
unusually complete stratigraphic record is available. 
Quaternary Rocks 
Earliest of the Quat ernary deposits is the rhyolite 
tuff breccia series, north of Bishop~ which is at least in 
part contemporaneous with Knopf's "Older talus cones of tb.e 
Inyo Range" (2,. p .. 54). This l atter· group of beds, wh i ch 
Plate 4 
Tightly compressed syncline in Cambrian metam-0rphic 
roclrn near Devil's Gate in Waucoba Canyon, Inyo Mountains. 
The difference in type of folding of competent and incom-
petent beds is well shown. 
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Plate 5 
A_. Fault along course of upper Black Canyon, White Mountains, 
cutting Paleo·zoic metamorphics. The view was taken looking 
north at the fault plane which dips 65 degrees to the west. 
B. Detail of fracture cleavage as develope:d in Silver Peak 
group (Cambrian) nea r Black Canyon spring~ White Mountains. 
The ha mmer lies on_ a cleavage ; lane.. Tb.e bedding planes are 
shown by the al ternate da r k and lig ht lines. 
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Plate 6 
A. Detail of Campito sandstone (Cambrian) in Black Canyon, 
White Mountains. 
B. Unconformity between Reed dolomite (pre-Cambrian ?) 
and Campito sandstone (C a mbrian) above, near Black Canyon 
Mine. 

have moreover proved to be 1.argely contemporaneous with KnD'pf 's· 
~Tertiary lake bed series" (2, p. 48) as exposed in the 
Waucoba embayment, east of Big Pine, has been studied in some 
detail by Dr. Buwalda and the writer. 
The glacial history of the Sierra Nevada, recently 
treated in an import ant paper by Blackwelder (5) has been 
correlated in many important respects with the older depo-
sitiona·1 history of the region as a result of the present. 
investigation. There is some doubt about the relative ages of 
the oldest glacial epoch, the McGee (5~ p. 902), and the 
Zurich formation, but the other glacial depo·sits are all 
younger than the tuff breccia series, which is believed to 
be largely contemporaneous with the Zurich. The two later 
g lacial stages, the Taho~ and the Tioga, are both younger 
than the ma in body of recent cone material flanking the 
Sierra,. while at least part of the great basalt series of the 
valley is intermediate between these last two glacial epochs. 
(2, p. 98) Lake beds in Deep Spring Valley are of late 
Pleistocene age. Recent wind-blown dust, stream channel 
filling,. and superficaal al l uvial fan material are the most 
recent deposits of the region. 
zurJch Formation 
East of the t own of Big Pine, on the western flank of 
the Inyo-White Mo untai n Range, occurs a series of sandstones 
and f anglomerates that indicate an interesting depositional 
history for this part of Owens Valley. These be ds, previous-
ly noted and described by Walco t t (10) and Knopf (2, p. 48) 
were studied by Dr. Buwalda and me during the progress of 
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the pres·ent investigaE.ion with a view to discovering evi dence 
for recent faulting that seemed to be indicated b y certain 
topographic forms. During the course of the structural study 
certain facts concerning the strat i graphy of these beds ap-
peared that are somewhat at variance with the conclusions 
reached by e arlier investiga tors. 
This series of sandstones and fanglomerates wa s con-
sidered by Wa lcott to represent a group of "lake beds" over-
lain by recent alluvial breccia (10) and by Knopf to r~pre­
sent three distinct units, a "lake bed" series and two over-
lying· alluvial breccias of different ages (2, p. 48 et seq.). 
As a result of the joint work by Dr. Buvvalda and me in the 
Waucoba region, as well as my own work farther north along 
the White Mo untain Range, I believe that two depositional units 
of Cenozoic age are represented in the Waucoba emb ayment. 
Further, the "lake bed ~ series of Knopf is now believed to 
be l argely contempora ne ous with his "older alluvial cones of 
the I nyo Range". I t is thought desireable to redefine the 
boundaries of these units. 
The younger of the fanglomerates is an uncons olidated 
alluvial breccia, largely composed of material derived from 
the older fanglomerate, and it is being deposited at the pre~ 
sent time in the c anyons and along the range front. Older than 
this coarse alluvial breccia is a series of sandstones and 
f anglomerates,, partly cemented, which has been previously 
ref erred. to as a "lake bed series overlain unconf ormably by 
alluvial breccias" (2, p. 49). Knopf, in fact~ points out 
localities where this unconform i ty may be observed (2, p. 49). 
I believe, howeve~, that the series of beds lying beneath the 
Plate 7 
A. View in canyon to the north of Silver Canyon in the 
White Mounta,ins east of Laws show·ing- Recent f anglomerate, 
poorly stratified and lithified, below, somewhat incised 
by present stream. Above is the fanglomerate of the Zurich 
f orma.tion., fairly well stratified and lithif ied and dipping 
about 20 degrees to the west. Cambrian bedrock outlier 
aga i nst which the Zurich formation abuts is to be seen to 
t he extreme upper ri ght. 
B. Pumice breccia stratum of the Zurich formation a s ex-
posed in the mouth of Poleta Canyon southeast of Bishop. 
Here the bed dips about 6 degrees to the west. Note small 
fault to right center wi th left side (west) down about 
10 feet. See page 
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most recent cones constitutes a single depositional unit, re-
presenting various phases of one formation for which the name 
Zurich formation is proposed. 
Since it is important in a consideration of the general 
relations of the Zurich formation, to establish its essential 
contemporaneity throughout, the field evidence adduced to 
substanti ate this view will be presented at the outset. One 
of the most striking localities to show the interbedding and 
lateral gradation of typical "lake beds" into typical "fan-
glomerate 11 is in a small canyon about an eighth of a mile 
northeast of Devil's Gate. Here individual beds may be fol-
lowed for nearly a half mile along their strike in a direction 
normal to the shore line (i.e., their contact with the ancient 
Paleozoic metamorphosed sediments). A complete and gradual 
gradation from angular, fanglomeratic material to well-rounded, 
relatively fine-grained "lake bed" deposits may be observed 
here. Overlap of the finer material on the coarser, angular 
breccia may be seen to excel l ent advantage at a locality 
about an eighth of a mile northwest of Devil 1 s Gate. ~:n the 
north side of the Saline Valley road at an elevation of 5500 
feet, the interbedding of these coarse and fine materials may 
be well observed. (See Plate 8) 
rt seems probable that Knopf was misled by various 
minor local unconformities, or diastems, in his determination 
that the alluvial breccias overlie the "lake beds" with a 
"readily apparent unconformi ty•t (2, p. 49).. These local 
breaks in the stratigraphic sequence are observable at many 
place~~ although Plate 9, taken about a half mile east of 
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Plate 8 
A. View showing intertongueing of n1acustra1n type of 
deposits and coarse alluvial breccia: of the Zurich forma-
tion. The breccia material lies below the "lacustral mater-
ial" at this point. Photograph taken along Waucoba Canyon 
at an elevation of 5550 feet. See page 19. 
B. Closer view of same relations shown above. The close 
association of co arse and fine material is well brought 
out in these views which emphasize the variety of deposits 
comprising the Zurich formation. See page 19. 
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Plate 9 
A. Detail of Zurich formation near southern Belle mine 
northeast of Laws. Note the varied character of the formation 
in this very small section of it, as well as the fine 11 la:-
custra.:111 beds ~rlying the coarse fanglomerate below. See 
page 19. 
B. View taken at same locality as above showing a more 
general view of the formation. Several diastems are ob-
servable in this view. The rapid stratigraphic variations 
in lithology are well displayed. See page 19. 
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Knopf's Plate X,a, is particularly notable. It will be seen 
that the same kind of phenomenon is exhibited in both views, 
yet the one figured in the present report is stratigraphically 
considerably below the one that Knopf noted, and is about a 
half mile nearer the source of the detritus, here the Cambrian 
quartzites at the front of the Inyo Range. This type of local 
unconformity is to be seen at many place·s in the Zurich for-
mation and is interpreted by the writer as representing 
nothing more than a diastem. such a feature would be highly 
expectable in a shallow basin, exposed alternately to lacus-
traI and sub-aerial conditi ons such as are postulated for the 
Waucoba embayment in which the Zurich fprmation was depo-
sited· • 
One of the interesting features observed in the Zurich 
formation i~ the presence of highly angular, talus breccia 
naterial intimately associated with well rounded, water worn 
sand and pebbles. This type of deposit is found near the margins 
ot the bas i n and was probably caused by material derived 
directly from the mounta i n face being mixed with detritus 
which had been brought a considerable distance along the range 
front. such an occ. rrence empha.sizes the intimate relationship 
which exists between fanglomeratic and lacustral sediments 
in this region. 
The thickness of the Zurich formation can not be de-
termined acc:urate ly, first,; because of the lack of rec og-
nizable beds, and second, because of the rapid lithologic 
changes which take place toward the margin of the basin of 
deposition. several hundred feet may be taken as a very rough 
estimate of the mai imurr\thickness exposed at any one local t ty. 
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It is similarly impossible to assign a type section t6 the 
Zurich formation that will have any practical value, because 
of the pronounced lithologic changes that occur within re-
latively very short distances. In. general, however, the for-
mation shows characters that range from those of typical al-
luvia;1. fan deposits to those of playa lakes, with every 
gradation between the two erj:.remes. A recognition of the 
latter f act -- that the Zurich formation as a whole includes 
many different f acies -~ is the chief point of difference 
between the present interpretation of the series and inter-
pretations of earlier investigators, who all regarded the 
"lake bed series" as a unit distinct from the fanglomeratic 
deposits of the Eegion. 
The distribution of the Zurich formation presents some 
interesting features and provides information of great value 
concerning the later structural history of the Inyo-White 
Mountain Range. Its greatest development is in the Waucoba 
embayment where one may examine practically all of its facies 
alluvial fan, littoral, and lacustral.. The Zurich formation 
is well developed also in the lower courses of some of the 
large canyons which drain the western slope of the mountains, 
such a s Black Canyon, Poleta Canyon, Silver Canyon and others. 
Mos t striking is the fact that it does not a ppear at any dis-
tance away from the mountain front. Th.is f act, coupled with 
its ext ens i ve development in the larger canyons, suggests 
strongly at once that rather extemsive faulting has occurred 
along the range front since i ts de pos i tion. Between tb.e l arge 
c anyons, the Zurich is dis played as a thin veneer extending 
a comparatively short dis t ance up the scarp face -- a much 
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shorter dist ance than would be e xpected from its pos i tion i n 
tb.e l arge canyons -- a furtb.er f act favoring recent uplift of 
the rang.a and stripping of t he Zurich from its face. 
Tb.e detritus that constitutes this formation shows a 
very wide variation in degree of rounding of the particles and 
in size of grains. and a smaller variation in type of mater ial, 
which is l argely debris from the meta-sedimentaries of the 
I nyo-White Mo untain mass:. At other localj ties along the range 
front not Visited during the progress of the f i eld work the 
equivalents of the Zurich for ma tion, if any exist, will na-
turally contain debris wb.ich reflects the composition of the 
neighboring ?ountry rock. 
In the reg ion studied for this paper, extending from 
south of Waucoba Canyon to Coldwater Canyon on the north., 
varying amounts of volcanic ash were found in the Zurich for-
mation at vaTi ous points, and, very important for its value in 
correlation, a stratum of wb.ite pumi.ce breccia several feet 
thick was traced along most of the range front that was ex-
amined. This pumice breccfa stratum varies considerably in 
compos i tion, but tb.e gradua] variations are apparently rel ated 
to distance from the source of the volcanic mater i al. Thus, 
to the north, opposite the Volcanic Tableland, the pumice 
forms practically pure beds in the alluvial breccia of the 
Zurich. formation; many of these occurrence to t he north are 
so pure that they have been located as sources of pumice and 
worked on a small scale. 
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Plate IO 
A. View looking east at the Zurich formation along the 
mountain face just north of Black Canyon, southeast of 
Bishop. The bedrock against which the Quaternary Zurich 
formation abuts is highly folded Cambrian metamorphic 
rock. 
B. Pumicious breccia stratum of thw Zurich formation crop-
ping out in the small canyon just north of Black Canyon, 
southeast of Bishop. See page . 27. 
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Plate 11 
A. Steep depo£itional surface between fanglomeratic facies 
of the Zurich formation to right and Campito sandstone 
(Osmbr j an)~ here standing nearly perpendicular, to left. 
Overlap of Zurich onto steep pre-Zurich surface is very 
well marked here along the west flank of Black Mountain. 
B. View showing f l at upper surf ace of Zuri.ch formation in 
Wa uc oba Canyon i.nterrupted by pre-Zurich bedrock mass. 
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A partial section of this pumice stratum made at T 104 
north of Silver Canyon is given below: 
Top Poorly sorted,, slightly stratified talus brecci a 
30• Medium grey pumice brecc ia (part ic,les 2-5 mm. HI size~ 
37"' Light grey pamict:e breccia do 
21t - Brownish grey pumice breccia. (somewhat finer) 
5"+ Light grey pumice breccia (particles a mm. in size) 
No base expose:d 
At t 63 the pumice forms an uneroded remnant in the midst 
of younger alluvial cone material. It varies in composition 
from· practically pure pumice to pumiceous alluvial brecciai. 
Somewhat over a mile to the north, at T 94, about 50-60 feet 
of pumice and pumiceous breccia occur, again interca lated in 
the Zurich formation. This last local i ty is directly opposite 
the Volcanic Tableland with its thick deposit of very pure 
pumice. 
The trace of the pumice zone is indicated on the ma.p 
wherever it could be followed. South of T 104 it is traceable 
continuously to Poleta Canyon where it may be seen in the 
north wall of the canyon at an elevation of 4500 fe et, as a 
sandy pumice. stratum 30 inches thick in a zone of pumiceous 
brecc ia several feet wide. (See Plate 7B) This locality was· 
noted by Knopf (2, p. 55). Black Canyon, several miles to the 
south, displays the same sandy pumice bed in its walls. Here 
it is 30 inches thick, the lowest few inches fairly pure, 
but the upper portion very impure from admixture of sand a:nd 
grave 1. In the wauc oba embayment, the zone appears at several 
places, all of them apparently at approximately the same horizon. 
We thus have a pumice zone, purest and thickest toward 
the north, which. is traceable: continuously along the range 
front from Coldwater Canyon or beyond on th.e north to Waucoba 
ernbayment on the south. From the variations in thickness and 
character of this zone it seems that· the~e can be no reasonab~ 
d oubt that its source was to the north. It further seems almost 
certain th.at the pumice zone of the Zurich formation should 
be correlated with the pumicreous portion of the rhyol i te 
tuf f breccia series north of Bishop. 
The age of the Zurich formation has been provisionally 
determined to be Pleistocene as a result of evidence afforded 
by both vertebrate ~nd invertebrate foss i ls. Walcott collected 
. fresh water invertebrates which were examined by Dr. w. H. Dall, 
who reported on them as follows, "Any of th.em might by Recent 
or Pliocene; my impression from the mass is that they are 
Pleistocene~ (10, p. 342). A few years ago a party including 
Dr. Buwalda and Dr. Chester stock s pent several days searching 
for vertebrat e material and was successful in discovering 
horse remains in the wa ucoba embayment. Professor stock 
has stated that the material is too scanty to afford an accurate 
age determination for the beds but that a Pleistocene ag~ 
seems most probable (Oral communication). 
Bishop Formation 
The rock constituting the cap of the Volcan i c Tableland 
is a pinkish brown tuf f breccia, a pparently rh.yolitic in 
composition (See plate 12B). It conta i ns numerous obsidian 
fragments and many fairly large quartz. gra i ns. Fl ow structure 
is seen in some of the included felsite fragments but not 
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Plate 12 
:rt: A. Meanders in Owens: River along the of the Vo,lcanic 
Tal:)'IelainCill north of Bishop. View taken looking southeast. 
See page 13..:?. 
B. View I.caking up Owens River. gorge in the: Volcanic Table-
land about 13. mile.s: northwest of Bisho·p. Both the p-umiceous 
and the tuff brecci.a members of the Bishop formation are 
exposed in the gorge at this point. See· page 28. 

in the breccia itself.. Thickne0ss measurements of th.e capping 
stratum average between 20 and 30 feet. The rock is very por-
ous on we a thered surf aces whereas that from fresh quarry 
faces is grayish in color and apparently much less porous. 
The breccia has been quarried rather extensively for use as 
an ornamental building stone. 
Underlying the rhyolite tuff breccia bed is a series of 
incoherent, rather mas~ively bedded pumie~ and sandy pumice 
strata: with some admixture of pinkish breccia in places. 
This material is very pure white pumice at some places and has 
been mined to a considerable extent for use in manufacturing 
acoustic plaster. I t forms white bluffs beneath the brown 
cap rock that are h.ighly distinctive. One locality in par-
ticular, along the Owens River, northwest of Bishop, is called 
Chalk Bluffs in reference to the striking whiteness of the 
outcrop. Th.e thickness of the volcanic was not determined at 
any one place, but it seems to be at least 300 feet, judging 
from outcrops along the Owens River and along Fish Slough. 
The base. is not. exposed anywhere. No fossils were found in 
the series and so far as known none has been reported. 
It is proposed to call the tuff-breccia cap rock of 
the Volcanic Tableland to-get her with the underlying pumice 
strata the "Bishop formation". The cap rock will be referred 
to as the ntuff-breccia member" of the Bishop formation and 
t he underlying strata will be termed the "pumiceous member". 
Since the lava flows immediately surrounding Casa Diablo 
Mountajn are probably of the same period of volcanic activity 
as the breccia and pumice of the Volcanic Tableland, I believe 
that these l ava flows sho uld properly be included in the 
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Bishop formation. They were not studied, however, during the 
field work so this suggestion is only tentative. 
STRUCTURE: 
Introduction 
Struc~ture of the northern Inyo territory may be grouped 
in two major di visi ans, o·ne of them including features of a 
much filOre recent date of formation than the other. The region 
is still. in the grip of the later period of tectonic activity 
manifested not only by land forms obviously of recent dias-
trophic origin but also by seismic activity in historical time. 
The later period of activity has been in progress more or 
less continuously during Cenozoic time and its action during 
the Pliocene and Quaternary has blocked out the major land 
forms of the present landscape. The structural history of 
the region prior t o the later period of diastrophism is not 
tre ated in this paper. I t should be emphasized, however, that 
the older structure is highly complex, and that the time 
chronicled by it was most eventful, but it does not fall 
within the scope of this investigation. 
General Features. 
Normal faulting has determined the general outl i nes 
of most of t he present topography of the Bishop region. 
Pleistocene glaciers have altered considerably the high moun-
tains, great alluv i al fans have encroached on the valleys, 
volcanoes have poured out lava and cinders, yet the effect 
of these various agencies in shaping the land forms of the· 
area has been dwarfed into insignificance by ·the prof·o,und 
influence of block faulting. 
Owens Valley is a great fault trough bounded on both 
the east and w·est sides by normal faults of great recent dis-
placement. Dee.p Spring is bounded on the east side by a fault 
scarp of the greatest recency. Cowhorn Valley is the resuti 
of faulting along both of its sides. The Sierra Nevada . is 
a. westward tilted fault block, the Inyo-White Mounta1n Range 
is a complexly faulted and tilted masa. In short, all of the 
major topographic lineaments of the region owe their form to 
normal faulting. 
Bishop Off est 
A striking feature of tb.e plan of the Sierran base 
in tb.e: Bishop region is the offset that occurs: just southwest 
of the town of Bishop. Here, the. rectilinear base that 
co ntinues unbroken from the vicinity of Olan.cha to a point 
north of Big Pine is interrupted and the northern segment 
is offset to the west about. 10 miles. South of this off set 
the eastern face of the Sierra' is less bold than a.t most 
pl e.c:es along its extent, while north of the offset the Round 
Valley scarp presents one of the boldest fault scarps of la.rge 
magnitude to be seen in North America. Both the· offset and 
the notable di f ference in boldness demand explanation on 
structural. grounds, since the rocks of tb.e two sections are 
essentially identical. The offset will be called the "Bishop 
Offset" in this paper. 
A multiple working hypothesis for t he or i gin of the 
offset is presented below, discussed, and the most probable 
explanation is presented .. 
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a. A major cross fault might have displaced the north-south 
fault zone through a horizontal distance of 10 miles. 
b. The offset mig ht rep~esent two fault zones, diverging 
northward from a point southwest of Big Pine, the western 
zone continuing as the Round Valley fault, the eastern one 
terminating southwest of Bishop. 
c. The offset might represent a slice between two essen-
tially parallel and overlapping fault zones, the eastern 
zone dying out to the north and the western one dying out to 
the s outh. 
Plate 14>A represents diagramatically the cross-fault 
hypothesis for the_ offset. . Here, the dip-slip zone BB' which 
has produced the major Sierran uplift in the Big-Pine-Bishop 
reg ion is shown cut by t he strike-slip fault Mt and displaced 
to cc•. In this situation we sµould very certainly find evi-
denc e of the strika-slip fault in the regions east and west 
of the points B 1 and C since it is not cone eiva.ble that a 
fault of this very considerable magnitude should terminate 
in less than several miles. Fi eld evidence~ however , is 
directly contradictory to this corollary for there is no 
evidence of fa ulting along AA' east of B' or west of , 
c. Furthermore, while di splacement along the l i ne AA' has 
undoubtedly occurred to some extent, it has been ent irely of 
a dip-slip nature. 
Ref erring now to Plate 14,B we have a major zone of 
faulting EFH which bifu~cates at F with a branch FG terminating 
ftt G. In this case we should find positive evidence of faulting 
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Plate 13 
Alternative; hypotheses for Bishop Offset 
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from F to J along the main line of faulting. Further, the tyr:e 
of f aulting on this line should be similar to that from J 
to H. That is , if the faulting along HJ is essentially dip-slip 
in character, it would be highly unexpectable to encounter 
predominantly strike-slip movement along JF and dip-slip move-
ment again from F to E. Careful investigation in the field, 
however, has failed to reveal any important faulting along 
the line JF. There is some topographic suggestion that a . 
fault may follow the course of the south fork of Bishop Creek 
because of the rather pronounced rectil i near trend of that 
valley. It is sinuous in detail, howeveri sufficiently so 
that a fault following its general trend must be exposed at a 
number of places along its course. No f ault is preseµt. 
The possibility that the valley may represent a z one 
of rifting thus · s eems to be eliminated~ Knopf, in addition, 
points ofit the fact that the middle fork of Bishop Creek, 
flowing nearly normal to the south fork, is fully as deep, 
so that val l ey-depth alone is no· criterion for faulting (2, 
pp. 79, 104). Further, accordance of levels on the two sides 
of the south fork points strongly against dip-slip faulting 
along this line. Physiographic evidence at other points along 
the line JF is unf avorable to the possible existence of an 
important dip-sl i p f ault for the line crosses several old . 
erosion surfaces without notable hypsometric discordance on 
the two sides. Al though the region a long the line JF was 
examined dritically in the field, no structural evidence of 
important faulting was found. 
Turning now to Plate 14,C we see that the main fault 
zone KL which bounds the east face of the Sierra for many 
miles ends to the north at L. The Sierran scarp is~hen cont i nued 
along another ma jor zone MN which dies out to t he south at M. 
According to th.is conception, the zone between the overlapping 
ends of the main fault zones, near P~ should be a warped 
surface sloping to the north .. 
Field evidence strongly supports this conception 
of the structure of the region. First, the zone of faulting 
KL shows no visible displacement north of the point L except 
that in the Volcanic Tableland, north of Bishop, a zone of 
minor dip-slip faulting ocaurs with op posite displ acement 
(east side up). This may represent an extension of the gen-
eral zone of faulting KL, but it does not inval i da te the gen-
eral statement that the zone of major fa ulting es s entially ends 
at L, since the slight d i splacement north of Bish.op is i n the 
opposite direction and is of very minor importance. That the 
Round Valley f ault zone continues south ne a r ly to Bish.op 
Creek, ne ar M, is shown conclusively by the presence of a 
very distinct recent scarplet crossing McGee Creek (See 
Plates 1 and 2). The Round Va l ley scarp also clearly con-
tinues south almost to Bishop Creek ne ar which point it ends. 
Scarpramp 
The physiography of the area involved in the Bis hop 
Offset should give valuable indications of the manner i n which 
the offset has been effected. We see at once a marked bowing 
down to the north of the land surf ace lying sout hwest of 
Bishop, in which Coyote Fl at, an old surface of erosion 
(see page /;{3) lying at an elevation of 10,000 feet in the 
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Plate 15 
View looking southeast across tb.e scarpramp of the 
Bisb.op Offset showing the old land surface of Coyote Flat 
clearly flexed down to the north (left). 

Bishop-Big Pine segment of the Sierra Nevada s hows a marked 
slope to t he north near the northern end of the segment. 
Other phys i ographic features of more recent age of form?tion 
likewise show a northerly slope in the same territory. 
This phys i ography cannot be explained by ordinary 
erosional processes since t he old age surface of Coyo) Flat 
is i tself bowed down to the north. structurally this flexure 
may be explained a s the result of an epoch of fold i ng~ This 
is highly unlikely, however, since forces of a type to cause 
folding have not been active elsewhere in t he region since 
the beginning of the Sierran uplift. 
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As a corollary of the structural pattern outlined in 
Plate 14,C the bowi ng down to the north is very well expla i ned. 
It wi ll be seen that in general the surf ace lying between two 
parallel, overlapping faults wi th di splacements in t he same 
direction, one dying out i n one direction and the other in 
the other direction will slope in the d i rection in which the 
outermost fault decreas es i ts throw. Since this type of 
s urf ace is unique to this structure I bel i eve it des ireable 
to name i t. r t i s essentia l ly a ramp, connecting t wo sur-
faces on different levels, and i ts position is determ~ned by scarps 
on its two s i des. 
The term ScarpramE is proposed for this type of bowed 
surf ac~ lying betwe en two essentially parallel faults one 
d i minishing its throw in one direction and the other in the 
opposite direction, and sloping in the direction in which the 
outermost fault decrease s its throw. The sum of the displ ace-
~ents of the f aults where they overlap is a pproxi mately con-
stant and equal to the displ acements of the s i ngle f ault be-
yond the of f set. More than two faults may overlap to form a 
ser i es of scarpramps. 
Appa rently the first person to point out this partic-
ular t ype of geomorphi c form i n this regi on wa s w. H. Hobbs 
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who descr i bed t he earthquake f eatures of the Owens Valley which 
had resul t ed f r om the shoc k of 1872. He s ays,"This overl ap~ing 
of parallel faults, •·••• 1s a very char acteristic feature of 
the s carps of the valley. Whenever a numb er of such over-
lapping faults occ·ur together, the ef fect i s a retreat i ng 
(or a dvancing ) ser i es en echelon like t he wings in a the ater. 
The t errace he i ght is ma i nt a ined through the d i splacement on 
the one f ault be i ng di mini shed in the s ame me asure t hat upon 
t he other is i ncreased. The land· lying within the overlapping 
portion of the t wo f aults i s thus made to t i lt or di p in the 
direc-tion i n wh i ch the outermost f a ult fro m the terrao.e · 
diminishes its throw.~ (11, p. 380) 
The northern edge of the scarpramp of the Bishop Offset 
is broken to some ext ent by mi nor d i p-slip· f aults trending in 
an e~st-west direc t ion. These were evidently f orrned when the 
warping became too stee-p for the granitic rocks, which then 
deformed by f a ult i ng. They are of rel atively minor di spiace-
ment, apparently not ove r a f ew hundred feet at any pl ace .. 
I n all cases, as i ndic ated phys i ographic ally, the southern 
side has risen wi th r espect to the northern~ and there ha s 
been no· apparent horizontal moveme·nt. The reg ion ne ar the 
mouth of Bishop Cree'k is so heavily covered w j th gl a.c ial 
till tha t i t is not possible to obta i n i nformat i on the r e 
4:1. 
about these minor faults J; none of them apparently having been 
active since deposition of the till. They see·m to terminate 
gradually, hinge-like, to the east, as they approach the main 
zone of faulting along the Big Pine-Bishop segment. 
Physr.Lographic evidence for the existence, of these 
features is very clear to an observer standing about 5 miles 
WN'W of Bishop --- scarp f aces,. truncated upland surfaces, and 
the rectilinear base lines of the scarps·. No of'fset{ting of 
streams and no scarplets w·ere seen, and from this it is con-
eluded that the faultJng along this line is relatively older 
than f' aulting along the main Sierran scarp. 
Round Valley Syncline 
A syncline, trending east-west.,, a pproximately normal 
to the Round Valley scarp a.t Pine Creek, and which involves . 
the interfault surfa.ce of the Tungsten Hills on its south 
limb, is intimately associated with. the Bishop Offset. The 
folding involved in this struc.ture has been relatively slight 
and is the result of non-uniform displacement along the Sierran 
fault system 'tather than folding :in the sense o·f compression-
al forces. The region on the north limb slopes south with an 
inclination of less than a degree and the Tungsten Hills area 
slopes gently north. The rocks involved in this broad fold 
are granitic and volcanic. They have been warped so slightly 
that only a few tensi~~ve developed parallel to the fold 1 s 
a.Xis:. 
The net displacement along the Round Valley scarp 
Varies from a maximum near Pine Creek at the synclinal axis 
to zero a few miles to the south and to a minimum a few miles 
to the north. Complete information concerning the fault zone 
was not obtained north of Sherwin Hill. 
Waucoba Embayment. 
Tb.e Wauco·ba embayment located east of the town of Big 
Pine presents an example of a complication in the piedmont 
faulting that occurs at several places along the scarps of 
both the Inyo-White Mountain and the Sierra ranges, namely the 
distribution of frontal faulting along a rather wide belt in 
certain areas. Ordinarily the faulting i s confined to a narrow 
zone along the base of the ra:nge. In the case of the Wa uco-
ba embayment, the Inyo Range frontal faulting has become so 
widely distributive that the steep scarps to the north and 
south have g iven way to a gently sloping surface in the form 
of a b~sin the waucoba embayment. Plate 16 presents dia-
r.la11 
grammatically a generalizedi-of t he faulting that created the 
basin. 
rt can be seen that the erosion of such a fault system 
to a condition of gentle relief may result in the production 
of a westward sloping basin. Such a means of formation for 
the Waucoba emb ayment i s thus postulated. Owing to the fact 
that the basin has been filLed with sediments sjnce it has 
has had its general form outlined by faulting and subsequent 
erosion, and because these sediments have effectively concealed 
the f a.ult system in the bedrock for the most part, the gen-
eral structure of the basin has been determined largely through 
a study of the recent scarplets that traverse it at the surface. 
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Big Pine Salient 
A marked zone of distribution in the Sierran fault sys-
tem occurs just west of the town of Big Pine. The frontal 
faulting which is concentra ted in a relatively narrow z.one to 
the north and south here becomes widely distributive and 
attai ns a width of several miles. The topographic feature 
resulting from this fault system will be termed tha "Big Pine 
Salie~t~. Plate 16 shows in a very general way the manner in 
which this phenomenon has occurred. Because of the fact 
that glacial and alluvial material ne ar the mouth of Big Pine 
Creek has covered a large area. of considerable importance in 
dec i phering the regional structure a complete and accurate 
p i cture of the fault system in this region cannot be ~econ­
structed, although a general scheme may be formulated that is 
i=B.· fairly certain to be correct in its broad aspects. 
Before proe:eed i ng further, it might be well to call 
attention to the peculiar fact that the two most important 
aones of distributive faulting in the region, the Big Pine 
Salient and the Waucoba Embayment, are located almost directly 
opposite one another, the former bending out from the general 
line of the range front and the latter bending into the 
range. Since l i ttle is known about the factors that tend to 
cause distributive faulting, little may properly be inferred 
from the coincidence. of the two zones here. It seems, however, 
that more than mere coincidence has operated in determining 
the pesition of these similar structures. It is note~orthy 
that the width of the area affected by the distribution of 
faulting, both in the Waucoba embayment and i n the Big Pine 
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Plate 16 
Al!. of the faults in the Waucoba: embayment have the 
same relative direction o.f displ acement with the east side 
hav ing risen with respect to the west side. 
The f aults of the Big Pi ne Salient show movements in 
both directions, although the net displacement is up to the 
we st. 
\ 
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Plate 17 
A. (left) Big Pine Salient of the Sierra Nevada from the 
north. The Inyo Range i s to the left across Owens Valley. 
See page 43. 
B. (right) Waucoba Embayment of the Inyo-White Mountain 
Range f rom the west across Owens Valley. Several of the scarp-
lets which cut the Zurich formation are visible i n t his 
view. Zurich station is located on the east side of Owens 
Va lley ne ar the right center of the view. See page 42. 

Sa lient is nearly equal to the width of Owens Valley yet 
neither feature extends into the valley a very great distance 
beyond the general base line of the mount ain masses. 
To return to a consideration of the Big Pine Salient 
we see that a.s a result of the distributive faulting as pos-
tulated the resulting surface after suffering more or less 
erosion wilL be an inverted basin sloping to the east. The 
<OJriginal surface before erosion was a series of curved steps· with 
various radii and displacements, a_nd this surf ace is well re-
flected by the present topography, which shows just such char-
ac.ters, modified of course by ero·sion. The northern part 
of the sal i ent shows the step-f aulting much better than the 
southern part since the latter is largely buri~d by alluvial 
ahd glacial deposits, to say nothing of the recent lava 
extruded by Crater Mountain. 
Cowhorn Valley 
The peculiar depression known as Cowhorn Valley located 
about 7 miilies southeast of the southern end of Deep Spring 
Valley is very similar structurally to the latter feature 
al though~ t is considerably smaller. Both val l eys are the 
result of down-faulting of an area in the central part of 
the rang~, and while they differ in some details they are 
remarlrnbly alike in general features. A slight 'digression 
from geology may perhaps be pardoned here to describe briefly 
several features of general interest connected with Cowhorn 
Valley. In the whole of the depression and in its immedi ate 
Vicinity no springs were found at the time that field work 
was being ca;rried on (August 23-24, 1932). Vegetation is 
represented by a few scraggly juniper trees on the sides of 
the valley and a very thin cover of low sagebrush over the 
general valley floor. The northern part of the valley shows 
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a rather remarkable growth of Joshua trees. These members of 
the genus YU£~ are commonly found at lower elevations than 
those at this point (up to 7800 feet) so that their appearance 
is rather strange here. 
Cowhorn Valley is a l .ozenge sh.aped depression about 
7 miiCes in a. NNE-SSW direction and averages somewhat less-
th.an a mile in width. It is located near the summit of the 
Big Pine-Saline Valley road. Its bottom ha.s an elevation above 
sea. level ranging from about 6550 feet near its southern , end 
to about 7200 feet at the north. The valley has interior 
drainage as a result of which a flat f loo-red, vegetation-free' 
pl aya has been formed ne ar its southern end. Unl es s further 
diastrophie movements ensue, the valley will relatively soon 
be tapped at its southern end by a tributary of Eureka Valley 
which j_ s actively eroding he adward al ong the canyon traversed 
by the Saline Valley road just southeast of Cowhorn Valley. 
The lowest point in the valley is less than 200 fe e t _below 
the head of tnis stream and capture of the valley 1 s drainage 
s eems imminent. 
A physiographicr chaTacteristic of the valley noticed 
at once is t he sharp angle with which its walls meet the floor 
practically no transition slopes being present between the steep 
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Plate 18 
A. Lower portion of e ast wall of Cowhorn Valley near its 
southern end. Tb.e sharp angle, with which the scarp meets 
the flat alluvium filled valley is notable. See page 46. 
B. View looki.ng northeast at east side of Cowhorn Valley 
ne ar its northern end showing recent scarplet to the right 
center of the photograph. See page 49. 

bedrock scarps and the flat alluviated floor. Although the 
walls are very steep it is remarkable that recently formed 
scarplets at their base are practically absent. At only 
one locality, near T 130, was a recent scarpl~t observed. 
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This feature is a well marked scarp about 50 feet high, facing 
west with a slope of about 50 degrees, notably steeper than 
the boundary scarps of the valley in general. It follows 
the base of the valley wall for a short d i stance, then turns 
off to the southeast · and follows the northeast side of a 
small canyon for about a half mile. 
Roe-ks wtUch form the walls of Cowhorn Valley are meta-
m·orph.m".>ed' shales and sandstones cut by a large number of quartz 
veins. The prevailing dip of thes~ strata is about 40 degrees 
to the east.. The steep scarps which bound t he valley are 
nowhere dip slopes as far as could be determined, they 
truncate t he strike of the beds in many places. 
A section ~+ a fault a short distance east of the main 
boundary fault along the east side of the valley is visible 
just north of the Saline Valley road at the south end of the 
valley. This fault shows the same displacement as the boundary 
fault just west of it. A breccia and gouge zone is plai nly 
v i sible here and drag cle arly shows that the west side has 
gone down. The steep west dip of the fault plane proves 
its normal character. 
From a cons i deration of the similarity of the two s i des 
it seems probable that the valley was formed as a unit, that 
it that the two sides are of the same age. This view is in 
contrast to the apparent conditions at Deep Spring Valley 
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where the ea stern side seems to be much younger than the west 
side. If it is permissible to compare Deep Spring and cow-
horn ¥alleys, and it may not be especially when the difference 
in rocks is considered, it will be seen at once tha t Cowhorn 
¥alley se ems to be of a physiographic age intermediate be-
tween that of the two sides of Deep Spring Valley. Even if 
this conclusion with regard to the physiographic age is cor-
rec~, it does not necessarily follow, of course, that the dates 
of formation of the various features is in the same sequence. 
However, in the absence of more detailed information, it 
seems allowable to use such ~conclusion in formulating a ten-
tative geologic history of the region. 
The faults which outline the valley definitely con-
verge to the north but they apparently end before they meet 
to the south. The southern part of the valley is further com-
plicated by a struc t ural trough which enters it from the s outh-
east. The relations at the south~rn end were not fully worked 
out, but a ppear to be essentially as shown on Plate 1. The 
probable faults trending southeasterly which bound this trough 
a ppare ntly do not continue far. Their mapping was done on the 
basis of none too conclusive physiograpb.ic evidence. However, 
it seems difficult to explain this valley as an erosional 
feature since it runs across the strike of the beds and 
furthermore is formed near the head (and beyond) of a stream 
that can have but feeble eros i ve power here. Farther down its 
canyon t his stream has cut a typical V-shaped canyon with a 
sinuous course. These characteristics should be even more 
markedly developed ne qr its head, yet they are wholly wanting 
there. The balance of evidence thus see ms to favor a dias-
trophia origin for the upper portion of this trough. 
Owens Valley 
C.t:lll 
Very little ~ be said about the structure of the 
floor of Owens Valley because little is definitely known. A 
thick mantle of alluvium over the entire floor effectively 
conceals bedrock from observation except where small hills 
such as the Poverty Hills south of Big Pine, and t he Alabama 
Hills, west of Lone Pine,protrude. The depth of alluv i um i s 
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not known with any degre~ of certa i nty at any place. In the 
center of the valley water wells have been drilled to a de pth 
of several hundred feet in alluvial material, but thj_s is 
a pparently the only information available. 
It seems very probable that sOarplets that appear in the 
valley at a considerable d i stance from the range frorit are 
not related to the marginal f aults but owe their origin to 
movement along faults which separate valley blocks. The floor 
of the valley probably is a mosaic of bloc ks of varying size 
which occasionally move with relation to each other formi ng 
scarplets at the surface. I t is not at all l i kely that the 
scarplets at the surface completely delineate the valley 
blocks for the alluvium is so th i ck that minor movements 
along f aults beneath it will probably be taken up in the 
alluvial material be f ore it reaches the surf ace. We can thus 
do little more with regard to sub-valley structure than to make 
t he general statement that it seems to be a mosaic of fault 
blocks which . are probably elongated in a n orth-south direction, 
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Plate 19 
A. (left) View of the west face of the White Mountain Range 
overlooking Owens Valley near the town of Bisho p . The gentle 
topography of the Zurich formation as it laps up on the 
bedrock is well shown. 
B. (right) Black Mountain and Marble (or Black) Canyon along 
the' west face of the White Mountain Range between Bishop 
and Big Pine. 

and which may still be mov i ng actively with rela tion to each 
other. The l atter statement i s corroborated by a recent 
scarpiet which crosses the va lley in a north-sout h direction 
north of Lone Pine. 
Quaternary Scarpa 
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In discussing relatively recent scarps it will Qe con-
ven i ent to cla ssify them aceordi ng to age and relative size. 
Various terms for particular types of fault scarps have been 
rather loosely used by different authors -- for the purpose 
of the present paper it has seemed desireable to redef i ne 
certa i n terms somewhat more clearly than they were originally 
defined. The term "scarplet" thus was a pparently me ant to 
include only those scarps that are found at the bas e of a steep, 
grow i ng mountain f ace, and which are the result of movement 
along the boundary f ault of the uplifted block. I believe 
that it is desireable to extend the def i nition to all scarps of 
undoubted f ault or igin, of Quaternary age, of relatively small 
displ acement, for which there i s clear physiographic evidence, 
no matter where they are loc ated. Thus, the recent sc arps 
visible at many local i ties in Owens Valley, several mi les from 
t he Sierran base, and obvi ously due to movement of the mosaic 
of blocks underlying the va lley, should be salled 11 scarplets 11 
by the above definition, eMen though they are not related to 
~he upl i ft of the Sierras. It is also cons i dered desireable 
to differentiate "a:l. luvial scarplets" and "bedrock scarplets". 
The term "p i edmont al l uvial scarp", introduced by 
Gi lbert (12> p. 33) was i ntended to be a ppl i ed to scarps, at 
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the bas e of a range, which he believed to be due to the sliding 
of large masses along the plane of the frontal fault of the 
range. Si nce the writer has failed to recognize th i s type 
of scarp in the Owens Valley region, Gilbert's term will not 
be employed in the present paper. 
Scarps of considerable size (over a few hundreds of 
feet) largely, if not entirely> on bedrock and an integral 
part of the main range front, will be referred to as "scarps" 
with an age designation whenever possible. Thus, the "Qua-
ternary Round Valley Scarp", as contraa,ted with. the "Recent 
Tinemaha S9arplet 11 • The term "Recent", when capit alized, 
in understood to refer to the Recent epoch of the Quaternary 
period; when not capitalized, it i s used in the sense of 
"relatively recent". 
The tendency of many writers who deal with Quaternary 
fault scarps is to regard their formation as a strictly static 
process taking place by a series of discrete steps; simpli-
f ication i s thus obtained, but always at the expense of 
accuracy. With the static viewpoint it is possible, for ex-
a mple, to assume a date for t he end of one process and the 
beginning of another, thus avoiding the obvious complications 
of overlapping dissimilar processes, but it seems probable 
that at least in many cases t h.e tectonic and erosional pro-
cesses overlap thr oughout most of t he cycle. It is compar-
ati·wely simple to postulate the sudden production of a scarp 
and to follow its subsequent modification by erosion, and while 
this concept is useful when deal i ng with small increments of 
movement, its general use may lead to wholly eroneous con-
clusions when a pplied to field occurrences generaliy. A 
dynamic viewpoint seems essential to properly relate present 
stage with rates of upl i ft and degradation .. 
The writer believes that scarps are usua J. ly the result 
of a series of relatively small movements (of the order of'" a 
few i nches or a f ew feet) which ultimately become integrated 
to form a visible sc ar p. A large part if not most of the 
displacement on faults occurs in small increments, many of 
wh i ch are not readily visible a.t the surf ace of the earth 
because of the inability of the alluvial cover and soil mantle 
to undergo slight adjustments. In such cases as these, then, 
it i s obvious that a dynamic concept of scarp production and 
degradation is essential .. 
Let us consider the factors which influence fault 
scarp height at any part i cular locality. It is obvious that 
the rate of uplift along a f ault must exceed the rate of degra-
dation of the s carp if any topographic expression is to be 
present. The rate of uplift is controlled only by the tec-
tonic forces causing the uplift and is not a f unction of the 
scarp height until suffic ient alt i tude above t he neighbor ing 
block is attained to make effective isostatic forces; if isos-
tasy is considered as a control l ing factor in scarp heig ht, 
the rate of uplift will involve t wo factors, uplifting force 
and isosta~. The se, however, may be grouped together e.s 
"net uplift force" f or the present discussion, s i nce they are 
dependent variables. 
The fac;tors: af f ecting degradation of a scarp are several 
a nd inde 9endent, so it is impossible to group them. Rock 
type, rate of precipitation,, height of scarp, spacing of 
streams, character of drainage area_ are all more or less in-
dependent factors and a.11 are important in determining the 
rate of degradation at any particular t i me. 
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From a considerati on of the various factors affect j ng 
scarp production it is evident that with a constant rate of 
upl i ft, the rate of degradation of the scarp will iricrease 
until the scarp has attained a certain maximum height, at 
wh i ch time the rates wi ll be equal. The rate of scarp growth 
will thus degrease continuously from the ti ~ e of first movement 
until the scarp has attained its maximum hejght. If uplift 
ceases at anyt i ~ e after this maximum height has been atta i ned, 
the scarp will be degraded, rapidly at first, then more and more 
slowly until it is entirely removed, unless renewed uplift 
ensues. For most scarps it is impossible to evaluate rates 
of uplift and degradation, but the conception of the close 
interrelationship that exists between t hese r ates is very 
useful in trac 1ng deductively t he changes that a scarp will 
undergo. Generally we may only see the net result, at a 
particular t i.ce, of uplift and degradat i onal forces. 
An interest i ng example of the need of a dynamic concept 
in dating scarps is afforded by the scarplet which crosses 
McGee and Birch Creeks near the foot of _the Round Valley 
s·carp (See plates 1 and 2). Thi~fe at ure clearly cwts mo r aines 
of the latest glac j al epoch (Tiogan) yet apparently does not 
cut the most recent alluvium in the creek beds. I t does cut 
grave'lS' f lanking the present stream channels, but it is 
uncertain whether these gravels are of the latest glacia] 
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epoch or are of a more recent age. FroR these data, therefore, 
we a:re justified in saying that "the fault has been active 
s i nce T j oga time, but has not been suf fie iently active recently 
to v i sibly displace the most recent stream deposits". we 
are not justified in saying tha.t ,, "no f aulting B.as occurred 
during the period represented by the recent gravel deposits", 
because movement may have t aken plac e~ although less rapidly 
than degradation and burial. 
This type of reasoning should be used when dealing with 
all of the scarplets of the reg ion, and it seems desireable also 
to apply it to the major scarps of the are.a, which are com-
posed of a large number of scarplets and should behave in the 
same way a s the smaller features. When we are dealing wi th 
a small sc arplet formed in one upl i ft> or if we wi sh to treat 
a single increment of uplift along a major scarp, we may then 
assume ins t antaneous uplift and follow the course of subsequent 
erosion until t he next upl is t occurs. 
If we turn for a moment to a study of Plate 20 wh ~_ ch 
represents d iaigrammatica·lly a fa.ult scarp, created instantan-
eousl~, then rema~n i ng at rest during subsequent eros ~ on, we 
are struck by the fact that the c ours e of erosion i s divisible 
roughly into two· stages. The f 1. rst one com r:·ences wi th the 
ini tiat ion of the scarp and l as ts until the slope of the bedrock 
surf ace above the scarp is approxi mately equal to the slope of 
the alluvial apron below i t. The second stage ensues and 
las t s until the scarp is '.. destroyed. It i s obvious that scarps 
that are being continually affected by faulting will remain 
in the first class. In the Owens Valley- region most, if not all 
of the scarps are of th i s type. 
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Plate 20 
Diagram showing erosion of a scarp. (See 
page 59) 
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Plate 21 
Bishop Offset of the Sierra Nevada from the White Mountain 
r ange. to the ea.st. The scarpramp is seen near the center of 
the photograph. The Round Va l ley scarp extends from the left 
center to the r i ght of the view. Pine Creek is located near-
ly at the right hand edge. The Tungsten Hills are located 
just right of the center beyond the floor of Owens Valley. 
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greatly~ yet it may be of some value in general considerations. 
scarplets 
Quaternary scarplets in the region covered by this 
paper may be divideff roughly into three geographic· groups: 
a. Saarplets which occur at the east base of the Sierra and 
wi thj_n the western po-rtion portion of Owens· Valley, and on 
the Volcanic Tableland; 
b. Scarplets wh i ch occur at the west base of the Iny·oe-
White Mountain range and within the eastern portion of Owens 
Valley-: 
c. Scarpiets which occ:ur in Deep Spring Valley. 
Each of the three groups is characterized by a common 
date of formation for the scarplets in that group -- those in 
group (c) are the most reeent; those in group (a) are some-
what older but probably are also of Recent age; those of 
group (b) are the most ancient and most ofthem probably were formed 
in early Quaternary time. 
In treating scarplets of the region it has been found 
desireable to discuss in some detaili at the outset a.s many as 
possible of the criteria used for their field identification. 
With this in mind, the Pine Creek scarplet will be considered 
first and,. during its description, a critical treatment of the 
various lines of field evidence used in connection with all 
the scarplets of the region will be attempted. Following this 
rather detailed description of the Pine Creek scarplet, I 
shall describe more briefly the other scarplets of the region. 
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Pine Cre ek Scarpiet 
At the mouth of Pine Creek, where it emerges from the 
gra nite of the Sierra to flow between the lateral moraines of 
the former Tahoan (5, p. 884) glacier, a scarplet descends 
one moraine and climbs the opposite one in mute testimony 
of its for mation since late Pleistocerte time (see plate 22). 
As is the ca.se with most of the scarp.lets found n~ar the base 
of the mountains, thislone is truly at the base of the range, 
being located only a few fe et from bedrock. As aiso frequently 
occurs this feature is not very distinct and is very likely 
to escape notice until it is either stumbled upon or is found 
by searching with tha t type of feature definitely in mind. 
In this particular case, Dr. Buwa lda ~nd the writer had climbed 
the northern of the lateral moraines flanking Pine Creek with 
a view to discovering pb.ysiographic evidence for recent 
faulting, and as luck would have it, we made our climb within 
a fe w yards of t he scarplet. Dr. Buwalda, whose experience 
wi th scarplets i n the field was vastly great~r than the 
writer'si ventured the opinion that the topographic fe atures 
gear us coul d be expla i ne d in no other wa:y than by upl i ft 
along a fault. Further examination l a ter co nfirmed this sus-
pic ion. The knowledge gained at this locality led to the 
discovery of several other scarplets well up on the flank of 
the Sierra that were only found by persistent sear ch, with 
their diagnostic features constantly in mind. 
A common characteristic of resent scarps i n this re-
gion -- tha t they are not certainly identifiable on the basis 
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Pla te 22 
Recent scarplet crossing the southern l a teral mor-
a i ne of Pine Creek where the creek issues from the mountain 
face. The displacement Dn the scarplet is about ten feet 
with the mountain side uv. Se e page 62. 
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of their a ppe arance a t any particular isol at ed spot -- is well 
exem:;rlif ied. by the Pine Creek scarp let. Its trace al ong the 
fla nk of the l ateral mora ine here may rea dily be i nterpreted 
as drainage lines, although something anomalous about these 
lines at once strikes the eye of one accustomed to looking 
for sl ight physiographic peculiarities. They do not follow· 
exactly the shortest possible path, nor the steepest path, a s 
the case ma'y be, a s they cross, the moraines, but traverse 
them at a somewhat lower than expectable angle. Furthermore, 
al though most of the drainage 1 ines ofi the practically und i s-
sected sides of the moraines are essentially rectilinear 
gully-1.ike features, nevertheless, the traces of the recent 
sc arplet are somewha t more straight-lined -t han is commonly 
the case -- nota.bly more rectilinear, in fact. 
When one has digested these f acts, he begins to be struck 
by other oddities about the prospective fault feature that did 
not a ppear at first glance. First, and exceed :i.ngly str i king, 
is the fact that while most of the slight deviations from a 
normal gully traversing a steep embankment, mentioned above, 
are entirely explicable through t he coincidence of normal 
features, the presence of ~tl;y s i mil 2.r f~a~~ on opposite 
sides of the canyon of Pine Creek, on two distinct lateral 
mora ines, is enormously improbable through t he mere accidental 
occurrence of normal, water-formed fea tures. On further in-
vest i gation, one soon sees tha t the two sides of the gully 
that marks the supposed fault trace are not on exactly the 
same elevation, but that the rim closer to the mounta j n 
face is several f eet h jgher than the rim farther r emoved 
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in short that the region mountainward from the supposed fault 
i s several feet higher than the region toward the valley. 
It will be seen that the above evidence for the existence 
of the fault was all gathered: on the two- inwa:rd' flan~s of the 
lateral moraines along Pine Creek. I f we now begin to look 
farther afield for substantiat i ng facts we find several in-
teresting· features. Fi.rst, no signs of the scarplet are to be 
found· in the bed of Pine Creek, between tne, flanking laterals. 
This is significant in that it plainly indicates that insuf-
ficient activity has occurred during the deposition of the 
detritus in the bed of the stream to ef fect any visible dis-
placem.ent of it. Furthermore, since no acquisition of 
material to the l a teral moraines is taking place at present, 
but ra-ther a vigorous dissection of them and since the scarp-
let as it crosses t hem does not appear to nave a particularly 
recent physiographic aspect, the rather obvious inference is 
tnat activity along this scarplet has not occurred especially 
receritly, possibly not within the last few thousand ye ars, not 
with i n the la:st few hundred years at any rate. The trace of 
the scarplet indic ates that the fault plane dips eastward at 
an angle of 60-70 degrees. 
Hav i ng examined the various lines of evidence for the 
presence of the fault in the valley of Pine Creek as it 
flows between the moraines, it is now des i reable to loom for 
evidence of tne continuence of the scarplet along the mountain 
face to the north and south. If we do this we find at once a 
confirmation of our suspicions when we see t he gully-like 
f e 8tures of the mora i nal flanks continuing qnbroken across the 
crests of the moraines in the form of typical scarplets with 
two parallel surf aces, one hi gher than the other, separated 
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by a more steeply sloping f a:ce. In th.e case of the southern 
moraine, th.is fe ature occurs but a few feet from the granite 
f ace of the mountain front, where the mountain abuts against it. 
The scarp interrupts the crest of the northern moraine at a sim-
ilar point. 
A line of f eatures ascribable to the fault is now seen 
to extend · north and south of the canyon along the base of 
the Sierra. Since the tops of the lateral moraines slope very 
gently toward the valley, and since their sides are relatively 
smooth, drainage falling on them tends to pass directly down 
the sides, and hence has little tendency to obliterate features 
tha't clJ1>ss them more or less normal to their length. On the 
other hand, scarps running along the base of the range are · 
almost exactly normal tbe the mounta in front and are thus es-
pecially suscept i ble to burial by detritus derived from the 
mountain face. Because of these f acts, sc.arplets which cross 
moraines and then continue a cross alluvial fans have very dif-
ferent a ppearances -- where they cross the moraines, they are 
distinct and readily followed, where they continue along the 
adjacent fans, they are ind i stinct, difficult to follow, and 
frequently entirely buried. 
The Pine Creek scarplet shows . these characteristics 
exceptionally welI. Its course across the lateral moraines 
along Pine Creek is very dis t inct, but it may be traced only 
with very considerable difficulty along the mountain face 
to the north and south. Here, the features that le ad to its 
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r ecognition are often so obscure a s t o ca use a person uniniti at ed 
in this use of physiography no little dou:Pt .a s to the v a lidity 
of the i nterpretation, but when they ar e analyzed both indi-
v i dually and as a group there can be lit t le doubt tha t one 
jnterpretation and one a16ne may properly be pl aced on them. 
Qne of the most decisive of these minor physiograph i c features 
used in ide ntify i ng faint sca rplets is an apparent dra i nage 
line which runs i n an abnormal direction with relati on to 
the main drainag e down the alluvial fans that flank the moune 
tain face. The normal course for drainag e is along the rad i i 
of the f ans; when a streamlet is observed, therefor9, whose tre nd 
is a pproxima tely or ne arly normal to the f an radii, sus picion 
arises at once as to whe t her i t may not owe i ts c ourse to 
f aulting . This suspicion growa into practical certa i nty when 
the anomalous fe a ture is traceable across several dra i nage 
lines that flow i n a normal manner down r adii of the fan. 
Alignment of features which by themselves apparently 
have little signi ficance is of s ourse a common physiographic 
method of locating f aults. Thus, a mi nor 11 break in slope" 
on a hillside will often escape not i ce,or arouse but little 
interest i f discovered, when it appears alone; but when it is 
i n line with other simil ar f eatures, the probability of all of 
them being due to unrel ated physical causes becomes sma ller 
and smaller as the number of such fea t ures i ncreases. The 
r ecogn i tion of a ttbre ak in slope" -- an interr uption in the 
profile of a hillside so as to produce two essentially par-
allel surfaces separa ted by a steeper surf ace -- unless it 
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can be explained positively in some other manner, must always 
be considered to be presumptive evidence of f aulting, since 
the development of such a fe ature by normal stream, action on 
a homogeneous surf ace is hi ghly improbable. As a special type 
of a break in slope, the "faceted spur" has already received · 
much attention at the hands of physiographers and is well 
established as a useful cr i ter i on in the identification of 
faults. 
The average height of the Pi ne Creek scarplet, as evi-
denced by faceted s purs and breaks in the slope of ridges is 
approximately -25 feet. This i s somewhat gteater than the ap-
parent d i splacement along the scarple t as i t crosses the l a teral 
moraines ?-t which po i nt.s the apparent offset is about 15 feet. 
The Pine Creek scarplet is somewhat over 2 miles in 
length, gradually terminating at either end, as it becomes 
less and less d i stinct. This comparatively short length. and 
tende ncy to term i nate gradua lly is typical of the scarplets 
along the base of the Sierra and along the west ba se of the 
White Mounta·.ins, whereas the very distinct scarplet along the 
east side of Deep Spring Valley is practically cont i nuous and 
exceedingly plainly marked for over 10 miles. 
Sherwin Hill Scarplet 
No scarplets are present along the Sierran base from 
the potnt at which the Pine Cree;k scarplet termina t es about 
half-way between Pine Cre ek and Wells Meadow to a point about 
f i ve miles north. Along the southern part of Sherwi n Hill, 
however, a fairly distinct scarplet follows the base of the 
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Round Valley scarp· for about 2 miles. This scarpiet shows the 
s ame general charac.teristics that a re present a long the Pine 
Cree.k scarplet where. the latter follows tb.e mountain base north 
and south of Pine Creek, At the so·uthern end of the Sherwin 
Hill sdarplet, the floor of Round Valley meets the steep bed-
rock mountain face with an exceptionally abrupt junction. This 
sharp dividing line between the steep and gentle slopes is 
due to the f act that drainage from Sherwin Hill to the north 
flows roughly parallel to the range front here f or a short 
distance; as a result of this the alluvium-bedrock c ont act has 
been sharpened. For th i s reason, the tra nsition slo pes, that 
c ommonly occur h igh up on the alluvial fans,, just below the 
bedrock sc arp f ace are almost completely lac king. The scarp-
let thus occurs only a few hundred f ee t a bove the gently 
slop i ng al luviated floor of Round Valley, on the very steep 
talus slope about 100 feet below the bedroc k base. 
A displacement of 30 to 40 feet is indicat ed f or this 
fea t ure both by a strongly pronounced break in slope of the 
oversteepened fan and by breaks .. in the alluvial rims of smal l 
canyons. As is the ca se wi th the Pine Creek scarplet, this 
feature js dif f icult to tra.ce along the even surfaces of the 
alluvial apron be t ween drainage lines, becaus e t he large 
quantity of detritus derived fro m the scarp face ~bove it 
tends constantly- to obliterate it by burial. As the scarplet 
continues to the north its height varies somewhat from place 
to plac.e, probably because of vary ing amounts of bur i al at 
different localities. The t re nd of i ts s outhern half i s 
N30W , wh i ch changes to NlOW toward the north. 
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The Sherwin Hill scarplet, for most of its length, cuts 
alluv i um of the steep fan apron, al though at a:. few pl aces it 
marks a bedrock-a1Iuv:ium cont act and :is notable for that reason. 
One very diagnostic feature of scarplets in general, a diag-
onal course up one s i de of a spur and down the other, is well 
displayed by this one at several localities. A series of 
springs marks the line of the scarplet tather closely -- whether 
t hese springs are directly attributable to· the fault marked 
by the scarplet is not certain, but this seems at least rather 
rather probable. 
Mt. Tom Scarplets 
Two recent scarplets of exceptiona1 dist i nctness cut 
the alluvial mantle, and also the bedroc.k to some extent, at an 
elevation of about 7000 feet on the northeast flank of Mt. 
Tom. As is commonly the case, these scarplets occur almost up 
at the head of the alluvial f an, near itsccontact with bedrock. 
They cut the alluvi~m of the steep canyon north of Horton 
~reek, at which point they may be seen from the valley below 
as two 1 ines converging t award the .south; this converg ence 
re presents acttil.al .merging of the scarplets, which then con-
t i nue to the south a.s a single fea.ture. North of the point 
where the scarplets show with such clarity, th~y continue as 
separate physi ographic features' · somewhat less distinctly. 
The upper scarplet is the more interest i ng, since 
it cuts bedrock at several places. At one local i ty, in 
particuaar> a portion of a marble roof pendant in the bedrock 
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complex shows not onl~ a physiographic break at the point w~ere 
tb.e scarplet occurs, but also am unmistakable fault breccia 
and polished surfaces. The presence of indisputable structural 
ev i dence· of fault i ng so intimately connected with phys iogra-
phic evidence seems to me to be especially noteworthy. 
A matter of some i nterest in connection with the pattern 
of these scarplets is the sharp bend that the upper one ez:hibi ts 
a few hundred feet north of the ;point where it diverges from 
the 1 ow er one. The scarplets procee.d diverging at a slight 
angle for a short distance then the upper one turns sharply 
northwestward up the northern side of the alluvial f a:n, crosses 
a few hundred fee.t of bedrock, then turns northward aga t n neaar.ly 
parallel to the lower scarp. The two scarplets then continue 
to: the north ess entia.lly parallel for over a mile. Several 
possible explanat i ons may be advanced for the sudden change 
in direction of the upper scarp. It may represent an or i g jnal 
sinuousity in the course of the fault plane or t he plane may 
steepen as it passes from bedrock below to alluvium above. 
The upper scarp shows its sharp bend at the point where it 
passes from alluv i um t~ bedrock, whereas the lower scarp 
which shows no sharp bend is in al l uvium for its entire length. 
Thus there seems to be some justification for believing that 
the upper f ault does not show any appreciable bending, but 
that the turn in the scarplet trace is due to variations in 
alluvium thickness. It s eems more li keiy, however, that the 
fault plane must have showed a considerable am ount of initial 
irregular i ty, because the bend in t he fault plane is more 
a~rupt than commonly observed in similar cases where the fault 
passes from alluvium to bedroc k . 
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A suspicion that the Mt. Tom sc arplets might be land-
slide features was entertained for a;_ short time a t the outset 
of their inves t igation. When, however, the scarps were seen 
to continue in essentially a rectilinear fash i on across several 
separate talus cones ( and the intervening bedrock in t he c ase 
of the upper scarplet) and when arcuate landslide forms were 
not found, it was concluded that they muat have been formed 
by f~ult i ng.. Structural ev i dence, as mentioned above, ver i fied 
this conclusion. 
Birch Creek Scarplet 
The southernmost scarpiet rel ated to the Round Valley 
scarp is located on the lower flank of Mt. Humphreys and Basin 
Mounta i n 2 or 3 miles north-northwest of North Lake, at an 
elevation of about 10,000 feet (see Plate 2). This scarplet 
cuts lateral monaines of the Tioga epoch (5, P• 881) on both 
Birch and McGee Creeks, in a; manner very similar to the 
scarplet that crosses Pine Creek, although the mor ai nes at the 
mouth of Pine Creek are probably of Tahoe age. At the points 
where the Birch Creek scarplet crosses McGee and Birch Creeks 
a well defined scarplet i n t he gravels that flank the present 
stream channels plainly marks its course. · The presence of this 
scarplet in the camyons of McGee ·and Birch Creeks in the one 
case and its abs ence i n t he canyon of Pi ne Creek may be ex-
plained in two ways -- -e-i ther the Bi rch Creek scarplet is 
dist i nctly younger than the Pine Creek scarplet, dl-r the con-
siderably larger si ze of Pi ne Creek has br ought about the 
bur:Lal of the scarp i n that local j ty al though it may have 
been formed a t the same time as the Birch Creek feature. -
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Since the freshness of the two scarplets outs i de of the can-
yons seems to be ab out the same, it seems '.that the diff erence 
in stream size is the most likely explanation of the scarplet's 
pre·sence in the canyon bottom in. one case and its· absence in 
the other. 
The Birch Creek scarplet has a maximum he i ght of 15-20 
feet as it crosses the lateral moraines along McGee .Creek. 
I ts he ight along the fan f ace between McGee and Birch Creeks 
is much less than this because of partial buria] by detritus: 
from higher up on the mounta i n slope. A short distance south 
of the north fork of Birch Creek the scarplet i s noteworthy 
tot the fact that it cuts several budrock spurs with plainly 
vis i ble displacement. 
The dip of t he f ault plane as ind i cated by t he trace 
of the Birch Creek scarplet se ems to be 60-75 degrees to the 
east, though this is but a rough estimate. The f ault, of 
course, is narmal, the west side having gone up with respe9t 
to the east. 
Find i ng the Birch Creek se.a. rplet is considered of con-
s i derable interest because i t ind i cates accurately the posi-
tion of the major zone of upl i ft along the Round Valley scarp 
i n th i s lat,tude. Si nce the Buttermilk Country is he avily 
covered with both glac i al and fluvial detr i tus, it would have 
been practically impossible to locate the pos i tion of the 
Round Valley fault without the evidence presented by the 
Birch Cfee;k scarplet. As has been t he case wi th a ll of the 
scarplets described along the base o-f the Round Valley scarp, 
the Birch Creek scarplet occurs well up a t the head of the 
alluvia~l mantle that flanks the bedrock of the r ange. 
Bishop Scarplets 
7.4. 
Scarplets which appear along the Bishop-Big Pine segment 
of the Sierran scarp, not including those in the Big Pi ne 
Salient, will be referred to a s the "Bishop scarplets". These 
differ in many ways from the scarplets a long Round Val Iey 
they appear to be older, they face both toward .the valley and 
toward the range, they cut the be drock at many places, they 
are usually of considerably greater length, they a:re often 
located at a; dista nce o'f several hundred yards from the ac-
tual base of the range, they show on the average a greater 
displacement. All of these differences,. most of which in-
dicate greater age for the Bishop scarplets, are consistent 
with the hypothesis t hat the Round Va l ley seg ment of the 
Sierran scarp i s younger, in part, tha n th.e Bi shop-Big Pine 
segment. 
Al though severa.l scarpl ets which face t.he momn a J. ns are 
. nresent in t.he Bishop system, the most westerly scarplet at 
any particular point i nvariably f aces toward the va l1ey. 
It is difficult to decide whether the westward f acing scarp-
lets close t o the mountain front are due to movement along 
valley blocks es s entially unrelated to the mountains, or 
wheth.er they are due to movements along faults that are close-
ly re lated to the general frontal f ault syst e m. It is s i gui-
f icant, in ~his co nnection, that s ome of the westward r acing 
scarps are continuous for a c onsiderable dis~ance prac~ically 
par~llel to the mountain base~ it is ~ardly l j kely that 
Valley b l ocks unrelated to the !'rental i' ault :L ng would show 
such para llelisnr. neither is it likely that faulting: 
so close to the range front as that disp l ayed by fault Q 
could be unrelated to the frontal fault system. It se em9, 
therefore, that all of the scarplets shown on Pla te 1 in the 
Bishop system are members of the general zone of uplift of 
the mountain mass. Why some of them should show an abnormal 
displacement is not rea:d :i ly explicable. No d :i s pl acement of 
the alluvium of Owens Valley north of the bedrock of the 
mountain mass southwest of Bishop was observed. 
Sca:rplet P 
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The most westerly scarplet of the Bishop series is also 
the most prominent. It has contributed to the most recent 
upl i ft of the range here as is evidenced by its fairly stee.p 
fresh scarps crosaing the alluv i um at the mouths of several 
canyons, notably the small canyon just north of Keough'$ Hot 
Springs.. Throughout much of its 1.ength th i s scarplet follows 
the base of the stee.p bedr ock. scarp and has obviol.lsly contin-
ued, recently,. uplift that must have been going on along this 
ldme for a considerable, time to pratluce the large amount of 
v i sible displacement. Perhaps the best exposure of this scarp-
let may be found between Shannon and Fre eman Canyons where it 
forms a prominent scarp 100-150 feet high across the alluvium. 
It is also marked for a part of j ts length by a bedrock 
scarp f ace. 
As is pointed out elsewhere in this paper (page f~O) 
the course of Sha nnon Canyon falls directly in line with the 
cont i nuation of this scarplet, but no evidence of recent dis-
placement is visible i n the canyon, so it is concluded t hat 
it probably represents an old line of faulting that has not 
been active recently. A possible l i ne of fault i ng extending 
for a short distance south from T 134 may mark the southern 
continuation of Scarplet P, although no recent activity was 
found near T 134 -- merely evidence of old fault j ng such as 
alignment of kernbuts, kerncols, springs and a sl ight steep-
en ing of slope. This p6int is somewhat east of the possible 
fault of Shannon Canyon and it is entirely possible that 
either line of "faulting" or both, may he due to arrangement 
of joints. 
The northern end of Scairplet P bifucrates at Rawson 
Creek, and continues north to the edge of Owens Valley as 
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two faults, diverg i ng slightly northward• They are both 
clea rly ~hown as scarps i n the bedrock, although they do not 
cle arly cut the alluvial mantle, indicat i ng that in this local-
ity Scarplet P has suffered no recent activity of sufficient 
magni tude to form a s carp in the alluvium. From\a considera-
tion of the facts that no visible displacement of the alluvium 
may be observed along the northern portion of this scarplet, 
and that readily a pparent displacement does occur along the 
mtddle and southern portions, we may i nfer that the northern 
port i on has undergone conparatively little d i s~lacement 
recently. 
The northern p~rtion of this scarplet has formed the 
western side of a prominent topographic gap in the bedrock 
at the northern edge of the mounta i n mass. This col -l i ke 
f eature is a recent physiographic l and form which is the re-
sult of normal faulting on i t s two sides -- that is, it is a 
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small graben that ha s suffered but l~ttle changes from its 
! nitial appearance. Its flat floor and steep sides developed 
i n essentially homogerreou-s rock transverse to the drainage 
'lines of the mountain slope, together with its alignment with 
scarplets P and Q to the south, point to its almost certain 
fault origin and direct co~ection with the scarplets to the 
south. 
Scarplet Q 
Peculiarly enough, the most persistent scarplet in the 
Bishop group shows an abnormal direction of displacement, 
with the valley side up with respect to the mountain side. 
This feature is clearly traceable along the entire length of 
the Bishop-Bj_g Pine segment of the Sierran scarp north of the 
Big Pine salient;throughout all of this distance it faces 
west •. Displacement generally amounts to about 150 feet; bed-
rock frequently forms the scarp face. (see Plate 23) 
A number of im.portant spr i11gs are closely rel a ted to 
the zone· between Sca:rplets P and Q.. Keo.ugh' t Hot Springs, 
from wh i ch hot mineralized wat er flows in considerable quan-
tity apparently rises along the upper fa:ul t, while a number 
of cool or Slightly thermal spri ngs rise at the base of Scarplet 
Q. 
It is fairly obvious from the amount of topographic 
displacement along scarplet Q that its total movement has 
been relatively slight -- not over 200 feet -- whereas 
scarplet P, located at the base of the main bedrock scarp 
is but the latest man i sfestation of a long period of uplift 
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along that zone. In spite of the relat ively slig ht displace-
ment along th i s westward facing scarplet, however, an expla-
nation of the mechan i cs involved i n its formation is diffi-
cult to f i nd. Other scarplets fac i ng toward the r a nge at whose 
base they are found are commonly at a considerable distance 
from the base and are to be explai ned as being the result of 
differential movement along sub-valley blocks, hot directly 
related to the uplift of the mountains. Scarplet Q, though, 
appe ars to he too closely rel ated to the ma i n zone of faulting 
to be expla i ned i n this manner. 
Whether itis formation is to be explained by a slight 
subsidence of the mountain b l ock, followed by renewed upl i ft, 
or by a d i stinct r ise of the valley block, is not readily 
determinable. This questi on is connected with relative rates 
of uplift also, for if both the mountain and valley blocks 
are rising at the same time, the displacements at their 
borders will be determined by the difference of the separate 
rates of uplift. In the absence of more data, it does not 
see m possible to answer this question. It would be well to 
remember, however, that the possibility of the mountain block 
undergoing slight, temporary ~ubsidences with respect to the 
valley block is not inconceivable. 
At a point about a quarter of a mi le north of Keough's 
Hot Springs, this scarplet was detected in the alluvium only 
by a most careful study of the fan profile. The normal concave 
fan profile here was observed to be slightly convex a few hun-
dred feet west of T 157 (see Plate 24) Since this method of 
discovering recent scarps in alluvium that show but slight 
displacement and which have been largely obliterated by 
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Plate 23 
A. Looking north along Westward facing Scarplet Q in Bishop-
Big Pi ne segment of the Sierran scarp just south of ·Keough't 
Hot Spring~. The scarplet passes to the right of the spur 
i n the distance. The suggestive notch in the skyline near 
the right of the spur is not reiate d to fault i ng. See page 
77. 
~. Closer v i ew of spur ~hown i n above photograph. An east-
ward facing scarplet runs from left to right at the base of 
the spur and around its end to the right. See page 75. 
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Plate 24 
See page 78 
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burial, is often of c onsiderable va lue, it will be described 
for th i s localit~ i n some detail. 
I n the f irst place, it might be pointed out tha t ~µ 
observer sta nding a:t T 157 will have little d t fficulty i n 
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· discovering Scarplet P, a clearly def i ned eastward-facing 
fe ature. Scarplet Q, t hough, does not st and out a t all clearly 
a nd since it faces westward its face c a n n ot bP seen from 
T 157. An ob s erved on the lookout for odd i t i es i n f an struc-
ture, hnwever, wi ll see tha t part of the f a n surface between 
him and the ba se of sc~,rpl et P is not visib l e. This can mean 
on ly that the f a n surf ace is convex i n th i s area. ThB degree 
of convexity can readily be judged by noting the point at 
which .a prolonga t ion of the surf ace immedia t ely WP.st of T 157 
meets the l and surf ace we s t of Sc arpl e t P. I n the present 
i ns t ance , th i s po i nt i s some dist ance up the scarp f ace. 
Having decided tha t the fan surf a ce i s th i s pa rticula r 
area is abnormal_, one wil l proc eed t o measure the fan slope 
near T 157. If this is done , it will be f ound to have an 
i nclination toward the e a st of 7 deg rees, considerably more 
tha:n the usual slope of 4 or 5 degr ees at other places on the 
a l luvial apron at compara bl e dis t anc es from the mounta i n front. 
If one now walks up the fan surf ace he wi ll have no dif f iculty 
in reco~n i zing the point where Scarplet Q pa s s es across the 
r an, although the recogn i t ion of that point with out the i n-
formation obtained from the vicini ty of T 157 might not have 
at a l I readil:u been acc.ompl i shed. 
As to the mechan i cs of the f a ul t i ng in this area, the 
cross section presented in Pl at e 24 presents my conce ption of 
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the most probable structure as derived from the none too 
complete information available at the surf ace. The position 
of Scarplet S is i nferred from its location to the north, and 
the highly satisfactory manner tha t it fits in with the struc-
ture' near T 157 makes i ts presence th:ere at least probable. 
Scarplet R 
This feature faces toward the va·lley in the normal 
manner, and shows a displacement that reaches a maximum of 
150 feet although i t varies considerably. It is most clearly 
displayed about a mile and a half southwest of B.M. 4045, 
5 miles south of Bi shop, where it lies i n front of a prominent 
terrace on wh i ch a small farm has be en built. It is also 
somewhat doubtfully shown in the small granite sal i ent just 
south of B.M. 4319, two and one half miles south of Bishop, 
where phyBiogra0hic evidence poi nts, none too certa i nly, to 
a rather old scarp on wh i ch no movement has occurred recently. 
~ he reg ion between this feature and Sc arpl~t Q is evi-
dently a narrow horst, and i t is best shown as such somewhat 
less' t han a mi le north of Keough'~ Hot Spr i ng, where a 
g~a:ni.te ridge, parallel to the range front, i s bounded by 
these scarplets .. 
Sca:rplet S 
Facing toward t he west, this scarplet is r ather small i n 
throw but i nteresting becaus e of i ts comparative recency~, 
$ i nce it cuts rather clearly the a l l uvial fan at . the mouth of 
Rawson Dreek. Its displacement attains a maximum of about 
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20 feet al t houg h the feature is d i fin itely trace ab le for les s 
than a mile. With thi£ scarplet, the question aga i n rises 
as to whether to consider displ acement al ong it a result 
of movement of sub-valley bloc ks. Here, as before, the ques-
t ion is difficult, if not impossible to answer on the basis of 
the data obta i nable from th~ surf ace. 
s carplet T 
This j s a comparatively minor feature;, trace ab le only 
a few hundred yards a l cng the ground, and showi ng a ma.ximtil.m 
displacement of less that 20 feet. I t i s the farthest · 
va1leyward scarpl et f ound a long th i s portion of the Si erran 
scarp . 
Bi g pj_ ne Sc arplets 
Big Pine Salient, we s t of t he town of Big Pi ne, i s the 
site of severa l recent scar plets, some of which f a ce east and 
s ome west. Bispl acement on these features i s not great, gen-
erally l ess t han 50 fe,t~ The most recent of t hem i s the 
one that continues to the south and crosses the lava of Crater 
Mountain -- th i s one is descr i bed under the s ection on the 
Crater Mountain Scarpl ets. The other sc arpl et s , all of tb.em 
we s t of t his one, seem t o be of g r eater age, but a re neverthele s s 
very clearly defined, rese mbling those a long the ba se of the 
Round Valley scarp. 
The reg ion is noteworthy f or the exte nsive development 
of scarplets which f ace t ow ard the mount a i n front, n o less 
than four cf these f eatures being present withi n the s pace 
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of a mile along Baker Creek,, west of Big Pine. Three of these 
abnormally facing· scarplets cut the alluvium with slight dis-
placements, the one farthest to the we st, however. is evidently 
an o·lder feature and has been the locale of movements totaling 
aver 200 feet. 
Crater Mountain Scarplets 
A well preserved set of four Recent scarplets cuts the 
basalt of Crat er Mountain, an extinct volcanic cone about 4 
miles south of Big Pine. Three of these lie on the east side 
of the mountain, f ac.e east and show dis placements ranging up 
to 40 feet. The fourth lies on the west flank and f aces west 
with a maximum displace ment of ab~ut 20 feet. The mi ddle scarp 
of the eastern group cont j nues for a c ons i derable distance north 
of the l ava of Crate r Mountain, passes west of the town of 
Bi g Pine and finally disappears at the eastern edge of the 
granite salient northwest of town . The recency of this par-
ticular scarplet as it cuts alluvium appears to be comparable 
with that of the scarplets ne ar Lone Pine that were developed 
at the time of t he 1872 earthquake; i t is possible that th i s 
was formed a t tha t time s i nce Whitney speaks of evidences 
of se i smic act ~ vity west of Big Pine, a lthough he does not 
mention any of the scarplets (1, p. 295). 
A peculiar characteristic of the mi ddle i·ault of the 
eastern group is its tendency to a ppear as a series of en 
echelon scarps, instead of j n a continuous line; this feature 
is especiall y well shown as i t crosses the lava of Crater 
Mountai n, where i ndivi dual segments of the sc arplet are 
generally not over a few hundred feet long. The off set from 
one segment of the scarpl e t to the next is generally only a 
few f eet, but i t i s sufficient to be readily not j ceat le. 
Great br i ttleness of the lava, and a resulting inab i lity 
to bend probably account for this pattern of the fault tra ce 
although a s i milar phenomenon was notic ed at one local i ty 
north of the l ava flow in alluvium. 
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Although the Crater Mountain scarplets are for the most 
part located at some distance east of the actual base of the 
mountains, and are probablj rel ated to movements al ong the mo-
saic of bedrock blocks underly i ng the valley, yet one of them, 
Scarplet M, passes rat her close to the frontal fault system 
north of Big Pine. r t seem li kely that this is due to a 
convergence of the valley blocks which approach the pie dmont 
fault system here. 
The easternmost fault of the Crater Mo L1 ntain group is well 
displayed west of Fish Springs where i t forms an impressive 
scarplet near the edge of the lava f i eld. West of Fi sh Springs 
school i t has cut in two and displaced a small paras i tic 
crater on the flank of Crater Mount ain. The displacement 
along this scarplet reaches a maximum of about 40 feet. 
The westernmost f ault of the Crater Mountain group, 
Scarplet K, is notable for the f act that i t f aces west, thus 
show i ng a direction of displacement op oos i te to that of the 
mountain face. Di splacement along this scarp reaches a maximum 
of about 20 feet. The northenn end of th i s s carp cuts the sou-
tl:'.l'.ern. pa:rtt of Crater Mo untain west of Fish Springs hill; south 
of the edge of the lava, the fa ult continues i n a more or 
less stra i ght l i ne toward Red Mo unt a i n , which i t, however, 
does not cut. The occurrence of Red Mount a i n , a s especi a lly 
perfect cinder c one , exactly on the prolonga tion of t he 
scarplet, suggests strongly that the scarplet ] s the surfa ce 
expression of a deep-se a ted f ault a long which the erupt i on 
tha t produced Red Mo unta i n occurred. 
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About a quarter of a mi le east of Red Moun-
tain a small scarplet, f ac ing east, cuts the alluvium with a 
d i splacement of a bout 15 fe et. This feature is i n lj ne with 
the gr c'UP of ea stward fac i ng scarplets on the east side of 
elrater Mountain, but is not in a direct prolongation of any 
of them. It seems likely, however, that it i s the result or 
movement along one of the bedrock f aults that formed the 
sc arplets to the n or th, whi ch have s imply not been suffic i ently 
act i ve recently i n the interven ing reg i on to have cut the 
alluvium. 
Tinema ha Scarplet 
A markedly straight scarplet cuts the talus cone 
between Ti nemaha and Red Mo unta in Creeka a t an eleva tion of 
about 8100 feet, practically at the base of the bedroc k . 
The scarp ends abruptly about half way between the two 
cree ks with out t he usual gradual dim i nution i n d i spl acement. 
To ~he north, however, i t continues across Tinemaha Creek i nto 
the drainage basin of Fuller Creek along the east fl ank of Bi rch 
Mountain. The displa cement along most of this sc arpl et, which 
fac:es westward, am ounts to ab out 20 feet. Several springs 
rise a l ong the l ine of th j s scarplet, but whether they are 
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rela ted to the faul ting or s imply occur at the foot of t he 
bedrock of the mountain i s not certain. The f ault is visible 
for some distance out in the valley; Kno·pf recogn}.zed its. 
presence, in fact, at the time that he executed .the field 
work for Professional Paper 110 (2~ p. 79). I should recommend 
this feature as a very fine example of a Recent Scarplet to 
anyone interested in a study of these fea tures. 
In age, t his scarplet appears to about the equi valent 
of the Pi ne Cree k and Birch Creek scarplets of the Mt. Goddard 
Quadrangle. It clearly cuts mora i nes of the T1oga e poch yet 
does not cut the most recent alluvium i n the canyon bottoms. 
Further, at th i s poi nt we have an a.pportuni ty to observe i ts 
behav jor as it crosses moraines of both Tioga and Ta hoe ages. 
It seems to affect both of t he m to the s ame degree, so we 
may safely say that it suffered all of its observaible di splace-
ment. since the conclus i on of the l ater, or Ti oga glac jation. 
It probably, but not at all certa i nly, was formed a t a pprox-
imately the s ame time as the scarplets a long the Round Valley 
scarp. I t appears to be somewhat older than the sca rplets 
that cut Crater Mountain, al thoug h an estimate of relative 
ages is dif f icult here, because the two localities under con-
siderat ion a r e not be ing subjected to the same cond i ti ons of 
erosion. 
About a mile southeast of the s outhern end of the Tine-
maha scarplet, two very minor sc arplets cut the fan near the 
mouth of Red Mo untain Creek. They both f ace east and show a 
d i splacement of only about 10 feet. Their ag e may be de f in-
itely set as Recent s t nc e they cut the surface of Recent 
talus cones. 
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Plate 25 
View of 12,543 mountain just south of Bi rch Mountain, 
s outhwest of Big Pine·. The Tinemaha scarplet, not v j sible 
i n this view, crosses t ha flank. of this peak at an elevation 
of about 8100 feet at the he ad of the alluvial f an. See 
page 86. 
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Wa ucoba Q.ua ternary Scarplets 
The Waucoba embayment, loc ated ea st of the t own of Big 
Pine·, con t ains a series of la.custral and f ang lomeratic beds 
wh jch I have grouped as the Zurich for mation and an overly j_ng 
se.ries of f anglomeratie: deposits all dipping toward tb.e valley 
with a gentle inclinat i on. A series of low; but persistent 
scarps crossing the embayment in a general north-south direc-
tion, is very noticeable when the embayment is v i ewed from 
the vicintty of Big Pine. Th.at these might be fault features 
struck Dr. Buwalda some t }me ago when he was v i siting Owens 
Va1lley. 
Phys i ographic~ ev.; i dence that faults created these sca:rp-
lets, qu i te similar f cir all of them, is a straight or gently 
curving base, the presence of vert:i.cally of f set. parallel 
phys i ographic surf aces. above and below the scarp, a.l j gnment of 
sharply faceted spurs. Since, however, these features could 
be strike scarps formed by retrogressive erosion of a hard 
cap bed, and since the Zurjch f ormation contains resistant 
beds it was neces sary to obtain corroborative structural evi-
dence for f aulting t o support the somewhat e quivocal physio-
graphic evidence. It should be pointed out here however, that 
even in the a bsence of definite structural evidence, the 
amount and type of phys i d>g raphic evidence would have warranted 
the postulation of "highly probable" faults at the base of 
these scarps. The f j nding of a small scarplet, very recently 
formed, at the base of one of the l a r ger scarple t s well toward 
the eastern edge of the embayment practical ly completed the 
chain of testimony necessa ry to es tablish the f aulted origin 
of this part i cular f eature, and inferentially, of the other 
se:arplets. 
Structural evidence for the se scarplets consists of 
crushed zones, discordant dips, vert i cal offset of beds, 
fault surface, and rectil i near alignment of these features. 
n one of the scarplets shows all of tb.ese structural charac-
ters, and some of tb.e scarplets do not show any of them, but 
the fact that all of these typical fault features were 
f ound at one or another locality along the ba·ses of the 
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scarplets demonstrates,. in a s sociation with the physiogra:.phic 
evidence, that the scatplets are of fault orig i n. 
Scarplet A 
The first scarplet to be cons i dered is l ocated near 
the eastern edge of the Wauc oba embayment, it j_ s considered 
first because t t shows the most conclusive evidence for its 
fault orig in. rt i s furthermore an exceptionally well devel-
oped topographia fe ature. The surface ll>elow t he scarp slopes 
off gently to the west. It t s pract t cally undis s ected and 
hence c ontra.sts strong ly wi th the highly dissected t opogra-
phy east of the scarp. The latter also slopes westwc.rd 
considerab ly more s t eeply. The gulches that cut the surface 
east of the scarplet end abruptly at the sc.arplet, suggesting 
str<l ng~y t ha t uplift along the fault caused tb.eir format ion 
" 
by i ncreasing t~e stream grad i ents. The scarp i s about 200 
fe e t high, trends in a north-south direction, and is di s-
tinctly tr aceable for about two mi les. Partly cemented allu-
v i al breccias of the Zurich formation are exposed along the 
scarplet. At no place has the fault brought bedrock to the 
surf ace. · 
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At the point where the scarplet crosses the canyon in 
which (most optimistically) a road is shown, about three-
quarters of a mile north of Wauco.ba: Ganyon, a very excellent 
exposure of the f ault may be observed. It dips 43 degrees 
west and trends Nl5W at this point. White Zurich beds to the 
east abut sharply against brown beds on the west side of the 
fault. Strangely en ough, no d i sturbance of dip has occurred 
near the fault plane, although displacement amounts to at 
le ast 200 feet. This fact is of importance in that it means 
that the absence of disturbed beds along a scarp in fanglom-
erate does not constitute an a priori reason for bel i evi ng 
that the scarp is not of fault orig i n. 
About one quarter mile north of the canyon mentioned 
above, a very recently formed scarplet appear.s at the base 
of the main scarplet, cuts the flood plain deposits i n the 
gulches and indicates in every way that it has been formed in 
the last few tens of ye ars. Its dip was determined rather 
satisfactorily from its trace along canyons cutt i ng the ma jn 
scarplet and found to be about 45 degrees to the west. I ts 
trend i s that same as the larger feature but bec ause its dip 
differs from the slope of the main scarplet it does not fol-
low its base exactly. The small subsidiary scarplet is trace-
abl& for about a mile. 
Scarplet B 
Thi.s feature, actu.ally a triple scarpiet, is located 
in the alluv i al apron ne ar the mouth of Waucoba Canyon about 
two miles southeast of Zurich at an elevation of about 4200 
feet. Trend i ng approximately N35W these three overlapping 
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Plate 26 
A.. Se.arpiet A in the· Waucoba Embayment. In this 
view, looking toward the north, t he topographic expression 
of the scarplet may be clearly seen above the exposure of 
the fault as it cuts Zurich beds near the middle of the 
photograph. See page 91. 
B. Detail of fault shown in. above view:. The fa.ult 
plane dips to the west (left) at an angle of 43 degrees. 
The whit e lacustral beds to the right are faulted up ag-
ainst brown fanglomerates to t he left. See page 91. 
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Plate 27 
A.. View loo·king south" o·f sca;rplet A cutting Zurich 
formation in the wa ucoba Embayment. The sm~lI subsidiary 
scarplet runs d i agona ~ ly down the slope from the man's figf 
ure to the small ravine in the foreground. See page 91. 
B. Deta:il of subsidiary scarplet crossing small 
r avine. The manner in which the most recent detritus in 
the bottom of the r avine is displaced is most striking 
testimony to the recency of formation of this scarplet. 
The small scarplet with a displacement of about 3 feet is 
a minor feature on the larger one at whose base it occurs. 
See page 91. 
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sc arplets show a displacement that amounts to about 3 feet 
on the average with, however, an offset in bedrock at one 
place a mounting to 18 feet. Jn all cases these sc arplets 
show displacement expectab:f;:e i n that the valley block dropped 
with reference to the mountain mass. Most striking, espec-
ially in connection with such minor physiographic fe atures 
in alluvial ma terial, was the f i nding of actual d i splacement 
of the rude stratification lines .i n the fanglomerat~ on the 
two sides of the eastern scarplet of the gr oup at one po int 
where it crosses a small dry wash. 
Interest i ng and abundant phenomena demons t rate the ex-
treme recency of formation of the se dislocations ~ in the fan 
surf ace. The scarplets cross small washes wi th apparently 
tha same ~ d i splacement of the land surf ~ce in the washes as 
cm the adjacent portions of the fan surface. Further, the 
small streamlets tha t flow i n the dry washes at times of 
rainfall have not yet cut notches the ent i re height of the 
scarplets, but i nstead flow over them by way of min i ature 
hangi ng valleys and wat erfalls. All of which se ems to i ndi-
cate strongly t hat this group of diminutive sc ar plets has 
baen formed i ~ the course of the last few tens of years. 
The fact tha t a bedrock scarp 18 feet in height f .orms nart 
of . one of the scarplets points to fault :i ng at a former t i me 9 
the scarp in alluvium produced then hav i ng s i nce been oblit-
erated. The recent revival of movement along this fault 
then farmed the recent features in the alluvium and ad ded 
roughly three feet to the height of the scarp in bedroc k . 
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These recent fe a t ures were found the more re adily 
because t hey occur along a prolongation of the line of fron-
tal faultihg s outh of Waucoba: embayment and t t seemed likely 
therefore tha t recent scarplets might occur here. That indi-
cations of such recent revival of movement should be found 
wa s surpr i sing , but t he loc ation of the line of f aulting 
along wh i ch t he revival occ.urred was exactly where it was 
expected. A search for similar recent sc arplets east and 
west of the group being descr i bed was made but none wa s dis-
covered .. 
Sca;rplet C 
Located approxj_mately on a line joining Graham Spring 
and B.M. 4502 on the Deep Spring Valley ro ad, and about half 
way between these point s , Scarplet C is a very prominent 
to pographic fe a ture, second only to Scarplet A in its clear 
physiographic impl i cations of recent fault ing. Dis placement 
along this scarplet is r a ther uniform along most Qf its le ngth 
and amounts to about IOO feet. The face slopes s outhwe stward 
at an :i nclination that var i es somewhat, but which averages· 
about 30 degrees. The tot a l length of this scarplet is about 
one and one-half mi les. It term i nates abruptly at both ends. 
No exposures of the plane of thi s fault were f ound. 
Di sturbed stra ta west of the f ault were found at one local i ty 
ne ar the northwest end of the scarplet; strata east of the 
f ault di p r ather uni formly to the southwest at inclinations 
r anging from three to six degrees. The phys i ographic of f set 
at the sc arplet i s clearly defined and amounts to about 100 
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feet a s mentioned above. The two surf aces, above and below 
the scarp, are essentially parallel and do not show any great 
difference in their physiographic appearance as do the sur-
faces at Saarplet A~ The face of the scarplet is striki ngly 
rectilinear, and is little modified by stream channeling. 
About a quarter of a mile east of Scarplet C a small 
fault with about the same trend but wi th opposite direct ion of 
displacement appears and makes of the intervening area a 
mini ature horst. The amount of displacement on this small 
fault is only a few tens of ~eet, ehough t o produce a small 
scarplet fac i ng toward the mount a i ns but not enough to nul-
l j. fy the upl i ft along Scarplet C~ The place of t his small 
subsid i ary fault is pla i nly d i splayed along the walls of sev-
eral small canyons wh i ch cut across it, the dip is about 70 
degre es to the east and the trend is N30W ~ J t s presence is 
also i ndicated by considerably disturbed beds immedi ately 
adj acent to it a nd by a narrow brecciated zone t hat apnears 
on the surf ace as a white streak. 
Scarplet D 
,The most northerly fault feature ma oped in the Waucoba 
Embayment, scarplet D is somewhat less sharply marked phy-
s i ographically than the others described above but nevertheless 
i s plainly visible as a distinct topographic feature that can 
hardly be explained by erosional proce s ses a lone. When,further, 
clear structura:1 evidence of the ex j stence of f a ult i ng is 
present a long its base in several places it may b5 saf ely 
regarded as a certain :i:' ault feature. This scarplet trends 
about N30W, and is roughly parallel to Scarplet c whose nor-
thern end is less than a half mile to the east. 
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This feature is somewha t over 3 mi les long. It is in-
dicated physiographically by a face about 100 feet high 
separating two essentially parallel surfaces of little relief 
developed on the Zurich formation. In general, these surf aces 
have about the s ame i nclination a s the Zurich stra ta on which 
they have been f ormed -- f our to six degrees to the s outhwest. 
Relatively hig h angle dips in the Zurich forma tion near the 
s outhern end of this scarplet have probably resulted from 
movement that has ta ken place along it. It i s not able tha t 
i n this case there has been disturbance of beds for some dis-
t a nc:e to e i ther side of the fault, whereas in Scarplet A, 
n o visible distortion of the beds ne ar the fault was observed . 
An interesting feature of the structure a short dis-
t ance west of both Scarplets G and D is t ha t the beds on the 
downthrown side of t he fault in both jnstances show a strong 
tendency t o dip i nto the fault pl ane's~ as if the marg :L n of the 
biliock in wh i ch t hey are located was tilted east~ard at the time 
of f a;ulting. This same f eature was noticed elsewhere al ong the 
White Mountains (see page /of) and i n the tuff breccia series 
along Fish Slough (s ee page //,2..). It i s sugges t ed that this 
phenomenon is characteristic of rel at i vely th i n incompetent 
beds. Under the i nfluence of the forces of tens i on f aulting 
and gravity the faulted margin of the lower block should tend 
to slump d ownward. Thick, competent sed i mentary deposits 
and plutonic rocks on the other hand would be able to sustain 
the form of their faulted ma rg i ns against gravitative settling, 
though they ~ould be more susceptible to drag than less 
competent beds. 
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Physiographia evidence for the presence of Scarplet D, 
as mentioned earlier, i s not ~~ Clear as in the cas e of some 
of the other sca r ple ts i n the Wa ucoba emba yment. However, the 
essentially rectilinear line of sharply trunc ated spurs a nd 
s mooth i nterstream areas points strongly to its f ault origin. 
Further, several small sag ponds a long the line of f a ulting 
have but recently been brea ched. This scarplet appears to 
meet the general zone of frontal faulting at a slight angle 
ne ar its s outhern end, although i t terminates before it 
reaches· definite scarps along the mountain ba se north of the 
emba·yment. 
Minor faulting is : in evidence at a number of localit i es 
near the ma in scarplet. Whether these small displacements are 
directly rel ated to the main one, or are merely mi nor sli ppage 
pl anes in tb.e fang lomerat e, is d oubtful.. It seems likely, 
however, that they were caused by the s ame general forces 
directly or indirectly as a result of move ment along the ma i n 
f a ult .. 
Scarplet E 
This topographic f eature, loca ted a short dist ance west 
of sc arplet D, is not espec ia lly well outlined and appears 
to be considera lly eroded fr om its original shape~ Its base 
is ma~ked by a r a ther pronounced line of faceted s purs and 
comparqtively li t tle inter-stream area of the sc arp rema.ins 
und i ssected. The slope of the f ault face, too, is not over 
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20-25 degrees,, considerably more than the general fan surface, 
but much les~ than other scarps in the embayment. Di s placement 
along it, averaging about fifty feet, is .less. than is the case 
with most of the other scarplets. 
The Zurich formation near the scarplet dips to the 
west at angles up to thirty degrees. East of the scarplet 
low and varied dips both to the east and to the west have 
been recorded. 
I t is not possible to determine with certainty whether 
this scarplet marks a fault or a sharply flexed anticline. 
However,, when the steepness of the dips near it is consid-
ered it seems most probable that it is a fault for it is un-
likely that a fold with dips up to thirty degrees would de-
velop in the incompetent fanglomerate except as a result of 
faulting. This is a case i n which a rather large number ~ 
structural data are available, but in which they are somewhat 
contradictory. The phys i ography of the feature seems to 
indicate faulting although am anticline might produce almost 
the same topographic form. 
The trend of Scarplet E is slightly more to the north 
than scarplet D, which is loc ated about a mile to the east. 
Tl1is convergence toward the north is to be expected under the 
view tha.t the embayment is the result of distributive fault-
ing (see Plate 16). Scarplet E a ppears to be the expression 
in the alluvium of the westernmost fault of the distr i butive 
system that ha s formed waucoba embayment. It seems to be 
continued; farther to: ·the south, after an interval devoid of 
scarps, by a rather indistinct scarp1et about a mile east of 
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Zurich.. This feature~ further, s·ee ms to be al i gned with the 
very recently produced Scarpl.et B. It is impossible to de-
termine with certa i nty whether these scarplets are all parts 
of one line of f aulting because they do not form an unbroken 
scarp but it seems more than probable tha t they are all sur-
face express i ons of a sing le l i ne of dislocat i on. 
Black Mountai n Scarplets 
several scarplets cut the western base of Blac k Mountain 
north of waucoba embayment. Of these, t he westernmost i s an 
extension of Scarplet D of the embayment, while the other two, 
apparently discontinuous parts of a scarplet closely related 
to the first do not extend into the embayment. They i ndica t e, 
however, the distribution of faulting along the frontal fault 
system in this re g ion • . Although these scavplets were tr~ced 
largely by means of physiography, the eastern one was posi-
tively identified as a fault scarp near its northern end by 
an exposure of the fault plane i n a s mall prospect tunnel at 
T 147. Di splacement of about 75-100 feet each j s indicated 
for t hese scarplets, wh i ch face west. The i r trend i s ab out 
Nl5W and the scarp f aces slope toward the valley steeply. 
Declivities as steep as thirty degrees were seen, although 
these were undoubtedly oversteepened by stream undercutting. 
An abnormally s-t ee.p dip of 11 degrees i n the Zurich 
formation about one hundred f eet above the upper sc arplet 
nea r its southern end po i nts to some disturbance a s a result 
of the faulting. rt is notable that no signs of these scarp-
lets are visible in canyons cross i ng them, i ndicating that 
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they have be en compar at ively inactive recently. The general 
a ppearance of the scarps further tends to substantiate this 
Vi e.w, for t hey are considerably dissected over their entire 
surface and the faults have presumably not been active for 
a c onsiderable period. 
North of the gr oup described above, and crossing Black 
Canyon ne ar its mouth i s a scarplet that is traceable north 
nearly to Poleta Canyon. I ts trend is somewhat more westerly 
than the r ange front and it finally disappears under the recent 
alluv i um. I n general appearance this scarplet seems t o be 
r a ther old, older in fact than most of the other fault fea tures 
along the base of the White Mount ains~ Its position in cros-
sing Black Canyon i s marked by a clearly apparent step in the 
profile of the fan on the northern sid e of the canyon and by 
a step which has been somewha t altered into a sadd le~n the 
narrow ridge of alluvium whi ch a ppears on the southern side. 
south of th i s poiht its course is continued by a notably rec-
tiline ar canyon cut i n bedrock, which suggests that an old 
line of f aulting in t he bedrock has bee.n revived to produce 
the scarplet to t he north. The f ault was not found in the 
bedrock, however. 
North of Black Canyon this scarplet may be traced by 
i ts rect i linear base and f aceted s purs. No signi ficant 
structural evidence for its presence was observed but phy-
siographic dat a point fairly convincingly to its fault origin. 
Displacement is generally ab out th i rty feet, with the east 
side up throughout i ts length. 
A s mall fault cuts the Zurich formation about a half 
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mile north of Black Canyon and just east of the scarplet 
described above. I t shows t he same direction and approximate 
magnitude of displacement, and s eems to converge toward it 
southward. s trangely enough it shows very little phys i ographic 
evidence of its e~istence, actual displacement of beds be i ng 
the criterion used for its identification. This suggests 
that it wa.s caused by slumping of the Zurich formation for-
mation during its deposition although lack of other similar 
instances makes such a possibility somewhat remote. 
About halfway between Blaci~ and Poleta Canyons a scarplet 
a ppears high up on the great alluvial fan at the base of the 
bedroc·k. slope of the mountain face. It forms, in fact,, part 
of the lower part of the bedrock .(here Cambr i an ~uartzitic 
sand st one). fa:oe lying immediately above the fan.. Dis placement 
is not great -- about thirty feet -- with t he east side up-
ward. A twenty degree east dip in the Zurich formation a 
few hundred feet west of the scarplet. further points to dis-
turbance here. Once agai n, this scarplet appears· to be ciof 
considerable age -~ it is indistinctj considerably dis sected 
and the surface above it shows evidence of having . unde~gone 
a rather large amount of stripping since movement ceased along 
its base. This last line of evidence is rarely to be f ound 
i n this region so it will be explained, as it is shown here. 
One of t he steep streams t hat descends the mounta in 
face above the scarplet has a most pecul iar course that ap-
parently can be explained in only one way -- that it is super-
i mposed. Its course, instead of f ollow j ng the shortest and 
eas i est way down the bedrock f ace, bends rather sharply 
and then cuts a deep gash across a hard bedrock sp ur. A few 
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yards to the south the stream could have avo ided the wo r k nec-
essary to cut into the spur. The conclusion is that the al-
luv i um formerly extended up onto the f ace beyond the present 
course of the streamlet and that the course of the stream was 
determined when it was flow i ng on the alluv i um. When the stream 
cut through the alluvium it became incised in the hard rock 
spur and it has r ema iµed there and deepened its channel, un-
til now it is a pparently superimposed• 
Poleta Scarplet 
A scarpl et of rather ancient appearance crosses Poleta 
Canyon ne ar its mouth and may be traced for about a mile 
across the fan. Its displacement is not great -- about 20-
30 feet -- and shows that the mountain block has risen. No 
of fset a ppears in the beds of the present streams. Erosion 
has considerably modified the original outl jne of the scarp-
let no ev :ldenced by marked oversteepening of d i ps in the Zur-
ich formation and not by a rect i linear base as with scarps 
recently formed. The trend of the scarplet i s abo ut Nl5W 
and i ts slope is about 20 degrees toward the west, the slope 
of the general fan surf a ~ . e is about six degrees to the west. 
A good secti on of t he Zurich formation is afforded in 
the walls of Poleta Canyon from an elevation of 4200 feet t~ 
a.bout 4700! feet. In the vicinity of the scarplet, a considerable 
amount of disturbance in the attitude of the beds may be ob-
served. Dips as high as 22 degrees to the west occur hear the 
fault. 
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Silver Canyon Sc.arplets 
An interesting scarplet about t wo and one-half mjles 
long cros ses Silver Canyon near i ts mouth at an elevat i on of 
4400 feet. North of Silver Canyon t hi s feature is double, 
the two branches diverging northward until they are over a 
half mile a part where they term i nate. The valley side of the 
fault has drppped with reference to t he mountain side along 
jts entire length, with displacement rang ing up to about 50 
feet for each of the branches to the north. Maximum upl i f t 
a long the s i ngle portion of the fault does not exceed about 
60 feet. The trend of the s i ngle portion of the sc a r p and 
of the wes t ern branch of the double portion is about Nl5W, 
the eastern branch trends about NlOE. 
Physiographically, this scarplet appe ars rather old, show-
i ng· considerable dissection throughout its extend. The west-
ern branch of the do uble port i on,, espec i ally,, has been gre atly 
mod i f i e d ,. s o t hat it j s now outlined by a series of low hi lls 
elonga~e parallel to the range fr ont and separa ted from one 
another by rather wide ga ps. 
The eastern branch is somewhat more clearly def ined, 
and i ts faulted or igin is clearly bespoken by repetit ion of the 
pumic.e stratum (see page 24) of the Zurich formation, ind i-
cating a displacement of 50 feet. A numlier of anomalously 
steep d i ps a ppear i n the Zur i ch formation, indicating that 
the beds t o the ea st of the fault have also been dragged 
d own. The common occurrence i n this region of beds on the 
downthrown s i de of f aults wh i ch dip toward t hem seems to 
suggest t hat the phenomenon is characteristic of incompetent 
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beds which thus s eem to slump int o the f a ult plane. The f a ult 
place, exposed i n several localitie s , is ne arly vertical, 
beds imme di a t e ly we s t of i t di p toward i t nearly vertically 
i n pl aces-. 
The f a ult pl ane is a t places a short distance east of 
and with i n the spur ends tha t mar k the base of the sc ar pl et. 
A possible explanation for t his is t ha t the uplift was dis-
tributed a long two f aults a few tens of f eet apart and that 
the scarp is thus composite. 
Fa ult i ng is not as well subs t antiated for the s outhern 
portion of the s i ngle port i on of the s c arp a s for the northern 
part Sust described. The occurrence of several large s pr i ngs, 
however, a t a c onsiderable d i stance from the fan he ads point s 
favor ably toward f ault i ng. These s pr i ngs a re aligned closely 
with a f aj nt sc a rp that is a s outherly pr olongation of the 
we stern branch of the sc a rp farther north. The ev i dence 
thus f avors the co nt inuation of the f ault scarp south of 
S i lver Cany on as ma pped~ 
Gunt~r Creek Scarplets 
One of the few eastward f acing sc arpl ets along the west 
front of t he White Mountaj ns crosse s Gunter Creek at an ele-
vat ion of 4700 f ee·t ab out a half mile up the canyon from its 
mouth. This fe ature a pparently does not extend north of Gunter 
Creek although i t i s distinctly traceable for about one mi le 
to the south. The scar plet may be traced down the southern 
side of the canyon of Gunt 6r Creek, then disappears completely 
and cannot be f ound at all on the northern side of the cany on 
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or to the north of it. South of the canyon it is delineated 
rather distinctly by physiographic fe atures which are aligned 
with the definite tr ace of the sc arp down the south side of 
the canyon of Gunter Creek. 
Displacement along the clearly marked port ion of the 
scarplet as it passes down the s outhern side of the canyon of 
Gun©er Creek amounts to ab out 10 feet. However, the total 
he ight of the sc arplet, both here and to t he south i s about 
thirty feet, i ndicat ing that the movement gas occurred i n 
~everal s tages and that the l ate st displacement resulted in 
offset of about ten feet along the sharply defined portion. 
No structural evidence for a fault was obta ined, but the 
clearly defined physiographic characters of t he scarplet 
render highly probable the existence of a fault. -At the point 
where the f ault crosses t he s outhern side of Gunter Creek i t 
a ppears t o have Faised bedroc k on the west aga j nst the 
Zurich beds on the east, although it i s possible that the 
bedrock outcrop may merely represent a protruberence of the 
bedrock on which t he gravels have been deposited. 
Overlapping the s outhern ehd of the scarplet somewhat, 
a westward: facing scarplet about one :· mi le long continues 
southward to the first large canyon north of Si lver Canyon. 
The total displacement along this feature is difficult to 
estimate because while the d i spl acement i n the Zurich f ormaticn 
is only about forty feet, the a pparent d i spla cement along 
the west side of the 5310 hill i s over 300 feet and i t is 
uncerta i n how much of this he ight is t he result of displace-
ment and how much is the result of differential degradation. 
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Coldwater Canycrn Scarplets 
several scarplets some fac i ng east and others west occur 
ne a r the mouth of Coldwater canyon and a short distance to the 
southwest.. A few hundred feet southwest of the Southern Belle 
m:i ne a small east-fa.cing scarplet i s tracea ble for somewhat 
over a quarter of a mile. I t is in line with the similar 
fe at ure that crosses Gunter Creek less than a mile to the south, 
but between the two featur e s nothing occurs to suggest their 
continuity. It seems probable that the fault i s an old struc-
ture tha t has been revived along portions of its length since 
the deposition of the Zurich for mat ion. 
About a half mile west of the Southern Belle Mi ne ano-
ther eastward-fac i ng scarplet is well exposed i n an excava-
tion. There t~e f a ult plane dips steeply to the east and t he 
hang i ng wall has drO !)ped. Fine "lake beds" on t-he east side 
once overlay coarse alluv i al breccias on t he west side. This 
relationship frequently seen in exposures of the Zurich for-
mation: points to int erbedd i ng of f 2ne and coarse mater 5al 
not to deposition of f i ne mat erial f ol l owed unconf ormably 
by coarse mater ial. Displacement along this fault i s not 
ac cu~ately determinable but does not a ppear to exceed 100 
f eet. (See Plate 28 A) 
A few hundred yards to the west occurs a westward-f' ac i ng 
scarplet which i s one of the· cle arest along the White Moun-
tains in th i s ! regi on. I ts face is sharply def ined by the 
west side of the elongate hill on wh i ch the triang ulation 
po i nt "Belle" of the city of Los Ange les i s loc ated, and i t is 
continued to t he s out h by a l i ne of faceted spurs and a no-
tably rect i l i ne ar ba se (see pl at e 28 B). 
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Plate: 28 
A• View from triangulation sta·tion "Belle" looking 
north along west face of White Mountai ns near Laws. The 
eastward fac i ng scarplet in t he Zurich formation is seen 
near the left of the photograph. See page 107. 
B. Loo-king south from same v i ewpoint along the 
clearly defined we stward fac;Lng scarplet. See page 107. 
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The total length of the feature, trending approximately Nl5W 
is somewhat over a mile. Displacement varies considerably 
usually exceed i ng 100" feet and attaining a maximum of about 
200 feet. A rather large spring rises along the sc arplet 
somewhat south of its midpoint and lends supuort to the 
bel i ef tha t a fault exists along its ba,se. 
Although this scarplet is one of the most clearly de-
fi ned along t he mountain front in this region, it has attri-
bute,a i ndic ating cons i derable·· age. Widely breached in sev-
eral places the scarp slope while comparatively steep ( about 
thirty degrees maxi mum) has probably been much lowered from 
its original inclination. 
Crossing Coldwater Canyon whe r e the: stream debouches· 
onto i ts fan at an elevation of about 4800 fe et a scarplet 
trend i ng Nl5W appears. I t forms the lower port i on of t he 
steep mo unta1n face for most of i ts length. I ts •ourse i n 
the alluvium i s indistinct although it follows the r ange face 
no-rth and south of the canyon ra_ther clearly. Because of this 
relation it i s possible that it is an ald line of f aulting 
part of which has been ~ecently exposed by the removal of 
alluvial material from t he r ange f'ace. A similar situation 
occurs, it will be remembered, a t the fault near the range 
f ront between Blac k and Pbleta Canyons. 
The scarplet i ndicates downward di splacement of the 
valley block with relation to t he mountain block. The move-
ment reg istered i n tne fan is only a few feet, but the total 
displacement along the bedrock scarp above the sc arplet has 
been very much greater. 
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Ab out a quarter mi le wes t of this f eat ure are two small 
scarplets, o·ne fac i ng west and the other east. These breaks, 
are so situated that the area be~ween them forms a s mall gra-
ben, lowest ne ar its midpo i nt. These features are both ~hown 
by unusually s t eep slopes marked by notably rectiline a r 
bases. Several spr i ngs tend to confirm the presence of fault-
ing here. The eastward facing is tather closely al igned with 
the eastward f acing scarplet about a mile south described 
above. Between the two features, however, no evidence of 
dis placement is visible i n t he alluvium. 
The trend of the Coldwater sc3. rplets, ~bout N5W, is 
somewhat more northerly than those farther south o Di spl ace-
ment on the latter two :i.s about t he same and amounts to about 
75 feet in each case. They a ppe a r to be of considerable age, 
older than the scarplet we s t of "Belle" desbr i bed above. 
Volcanic Tableland Scarplets 
The surface of the Volcanic Tagleland, north of Bishop , 
shows a remarkable develo pment of recent scarplets of relat :i vely 
small dis placement. These fe a tures occur in large number over 
as much of t he s outhern part of the Tableland as was examined, 
and· are known to be present generall.y over the entire surface 
to the north. The surface of the Tableland over practically 
its entire extent is a s i ngle, relatively th.in stratum of 
highly resistent rhyolite tuff breccia. Due to regional ten-
sional forces, this bed has been fractured a long innumerable 
lines of normal faulting which run in a general north-south 
direction. 
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The displacement al ong most of thes e fault s i s between 
t wenty and thirty feet, only a few of t he m having throws of 
over one hundred feet. Of es pec ial interest ia the tendency 
of these f aults to show a pivotal or scissors character of off-
set. Many of them thus show a relative displace me nt in one 
direction at one end and a d i s place ment in the oppos i te direc-
tion at the other end, wi th a point of no movement in the 
middle. 
The material underlying the tuff breccj a cap bed is 
very soft pumiceous breccia, oniy sli ghtly compacted. This 
makes it probable that movements of the cap bed have taken 
place with l itt le t endency of t he underly i ng mater i al to 
move as a unit. The pum i ceous breccia very probably was able 
to move l aterally and to become compacted suf fi c i ently to 
enable the re lat :i.ve ly thjn cap bed t c1 undergo a slight amount 
of shifting. At no place i s the ba se of the soft pumiceous 
mat eri a1 exp osed, ~ut its thickness i s probab ly· a t le as t 
t wo hundred feet. 
Becaus e f a ult ing over the Tableland s eems to be every-
where much t he same, compar atively f ew of the total number of 
searplets· were ma.pped. Enough were fallowed to make pos s ible 
t he formulat ion of a general idea of the fault system, and 
they were mapped i n s ome detail along the southern border of 
the T$bleland but their mapp ing is very incomplete. 
Fish Sloug h Fault Zone 
Faulting along the ea st s i de of Fish Slough is on the 
larges t SQale of the southern part of the Tableland and, 
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furthermore,. shows s everal i ntere s ting features tb.at are not 
shown by the faults of small magn i tude elsewhere. For a con-
siderable dist ance north of B.M. 4646, which is about two mj les 
north of the edge of the Tableland, the eastern side of Fish 
Slough is bounded by a very steep scarp about 300 feet high 
which is capped by the tuff breccia member of the Bishop 
formation. This is a single fault scarp in this vicinity and 
it has kept its original steepness because of the· resistence 
of the; capping stratum and t he relatively great weakness of 
the underlying pumiceous member. A short distance south bf 
B.M. 4646 t he simple out line of the scarp is interrupted 
by t hree hinge faults that strike into the main fault from 
the southwest at a small angle. (See plate 29) Ttiis strange 
phenomenon seems to be caused by t he tearing of small sl i ces 
from the downthrown block as the upthrown block moved along 
the fault~ This particular t ype of distributive faulting 
was not observed at a ny other local i ty, and seems to owe its 
presence here t o the fa.ct that the main z one of faulting is 
diminishing its throw i n this direction, a fact tha t is at-
tested by the pronounced southern slope of the southern edge 
of the Table.land.. All of the faults of this system are normal. 
The displacement of the hinge or tear faults varies frrnm zero-
at one end to the full amount of the displacement along the 
main f ault at the other. 
The downthrown side of the mai n fault shows an i nter-
esting feature that was also observed in some of the faults 
in the alluvium along the White Mountains. This is a ten-
dency for the beds on the· downthrown block to dip toward the 
fault plane ins t ead of showing the customary drag effects. 
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Plate· 29 
View nort.h along east side of F ish Slough a: short 
distance s ciuth of B .M .. 4646 showing the hinge character 
of the fa.ul ting here. The tuff-breccia. member of the. Bish op 
formation is se en to the left dipping gently into the 
fault. It is displac.ed about 150 feat along the Fish Sl ough 
fault zone. See page 112. 
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As was mentioned in the ;section on the Si lver Canyon scarr>l ets, 
this is a pparently dqe to a slumping effect of the beds of 
th.e dowt1t b.rown side of the fault and is a pparently a phenomenon 
characteristic of brittle and incompetent beds wh.en they are 
not buried deeply. The cap bed on the west side of Fish 
Slough shows very· clearly tha t it is dip TJ ing into the f a:ul t 
plane at the base of the scarp on the east side. 
West of the· scarp bounding Fish Slough on the east, 
several f airly large faults with displacements in the oppo-
site direction and a NNW trend are related to the Fish Slough 
fault system. These f aults, showing a hinge character, have 
their greatest displacement _to the north. Their effect is thus 
to lower tb.e top of the Tableland toward the southeast. 
scarplets West of Fish Slough 
scarplets which cut the souther n edge of the Tableland 
between Fi sh _ Slough and the point where Owens River leaves 
its gorge_ trend i n a general NNE direction, roughly perpen-
dfcul<ar to the edge of the Tableland. As a: result of the al'-
ternation of f aults with the downthrow on the east and the 
west, the southe r n edge of the Tableland has been divided into 
a series of blocks which. have moved up and do~n relat i ve to 
each other. The net effect of all of the small -faults has 
not caused any a_ppreciable rise in the. Tableland either to 
east or west. 
Th.e characteristic pivotal nature of the faults on 
tha Tablaland is well shown along the road which crosses it 
in a northwest direction from the mouth of Fish .Slough to 
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Ca sa Di ab lo' Mine. Thi s road crosses several sc,arplets at 
their- points of no displace ment . On one s i de of the road' a 
scarp will increas e i n hei ght as it f aces toward the east, 
wh i le on the )other side it wi 11 i ncre ase i n he ight as it faces 
west. several mi les n orth of the southern edge of the Table-
l a nd the trend of the scarplets sw j_ ngs around to the north a nd 
then to t he. north-northwest._ 
A f ault that extends across the gorge of Owens River 
ab out three miles bel ow i ts conf l uence with Rock Creek shows 
a furtl:ler example of the· tendency of the beds on the· downthrown 
side of a fault to di p into the fault plane. Di spl acement on 
this f a ult varies from 40 f eet a short distance northeast of 
Owens River to 20 f eet just southwest of it, the northwest 
side has g one down a long the entire length of the fault. A 
smal l sag is present near it s n orthern extremity. 
Deep Spring Valley Scarplets 
A. description of the scarpl ets along the east s ide of 
Deep Spring Valley very properly will . begin east of- Deep 
Spring Lake where they are better d i splayed t b.an at any pl ace 
in the valley. ( See Pl a te 30) It is doubtful, in f act, if 
a be tter loc al i ty at wh i ch to s tudy ext remely recent scarplets 
exi sts i n the Gre at Ba sin reg ion. The best time to view these 
s carplets i s i n the ear ly morning with the l ight back of them, 
so that their faces are in shadow. With this type of l jghting 
they stand out with t he greatest distinctne s s. It is we ll, 
whenever searching f or scarplets, to make certa i n that the 
lig hting i s as described above, for under such c onditions 
the sl i ghte s t breaks i n the f an surf a ce stand out very clearly. 
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Plate 30 
View along eastern side of Dee.p Spring Valley· from its 
southenn end. Some of the scarplets east of Deep Spring 
Lake may be observed faintly near the bas e of the very steep 
granitic s carp to the right. See page 115. 
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The very prominent scarplet which is visible alQng 
the entire eastern side of the valley north of Deep Spring Lake 
a sing le break bec omes distributive ne ar the lake and f orms 
a complex scarplet system extending s outh for about two miles·. 
Beyond the s outhern end of this distributive zone the scarp-
let continues as a sing le break for a short d i stance, then 
diminishes and terminates and is not again seen to the south. 
The general line of recent faulting continues for about seven 
miles farther but shows no extremely recent breaks such as 
characterize . it to the north. 
De~p Spring Lake, now entirely salt encrusted, receives 
its only important water supply from springs that rise along 
the scarplet z one a t the base of the eas t wall of the val l ey. 
The s e spr i ngs, some of t hem slightly thermal, vary considerably 
i n the ki nds and quantity of salts cont a i ned, but seem to be 
of f ault or ig in for the most part. 
Scarplets immediately east of Deep Spri ng Lake face 
both east and west, as a result of wh i ch s everal small f re$h 
water po:R:ds have formed in the fault troughs between op nosite 
facing sca.r pl ets. Here, as along the entire east face of 
Deep Spring Valley, the l atest f ault activ i ty a ppears to have 
been of the very greatest recency, it does not seem possible 
that it c ould have occurred over a hundred years ago9 fifty 
years see ms even more likely. Scarps f ormed by the offset 
of cemented famglomerate, that are beautifull.y exposed east of 
the lake, retain practically t heir original vertical position. 
At one point in particular, just east of T 108~ the cemented 
alluvial breccia shows a displacement of 30-40 feet along a 
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vertical scarp the top of which is capped by a well cemented 
stratum of the same material. Several hundred feet east of 
this scarp another one appears with displacement of 10-15 
feet. In both of these instanc.es the scarps face west, nor-
mally. The scarplets in this area show very little mo d i f ica-
tion from the i r · original form, having been but little i ncised 
by streamlets cutting across them, and having suffered little 
burial by detritus from above.. The main scarplet of the sys-
tem. east of Dee.p Spring Lake follows a re la ti vely simple trac~ 
while the smaller features east of it follow a rather s i nuous 
aourser runn i ng well back in the small aanyons and out on 
the intervening spurs, fol l owing the irregularities of the 
granite front. 
It seems probable tha t it i s more than a co i ncide nce 
that the point where the recent scarplet diminishes its throw 
to the s outh is marked by a tendency of the faulting to bec ome 
distr i butive, but if a val i d reason exists f or this I do not 
know i t. 
North of Deep Spring Lake the scarplet may be seen from 
the west side of the val ley t o cont i nue uninterruptedly to 
the north end of the valley . I n order to make sure of th i s, 
however, I walked along the entire length of the scarplet and 
found that it is indeed possible to trace i t wi thout :1 break 
along the entire east side of the valley. Practically every 
one of the small fans formed at the mouths of the steep creeks 
Wh i ch descend the steep eastern wall of the val l ey are cut 
by the scarplet (see plates 31 and 32). Displacement is on 
the average about 10-15 feet. The scarplet always f aces toward 
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Plate 31 
A. Recent s,c,arplet c.utting alluvium a short 
distance north of Deep Spr i ng Lake. Sea page 118. 
B. View of Deep Spr j ng scarplet taken about 
one-eighth mile north of A. See page 118. 
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Plate 32 
A. Recent scarplet cutt i ng well cemented talus 
brecciai about two miles northeast of Deep Spring 
Lake. See page 118. 
B. Alluvial fan cut by recent scarplet a short 
distance north of A. See page 118. 
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the va l leyo A measurement of the dip of the f ault plane, near 
the north end of the valley shows it to slope to the west 
with an inclination of 55-60 degre es. It i s not maintained 
that this indlination is characterist i c of the fault, however, 
for it is believed that its dip in the alluvium is general ly 
stee per than this. 
The strange tendency of the scarplet to follow contour 
Id:nes as it crosses small canyons. is not readily explicable. 
Thi~ is distinctly not wholly due to the dip of the fault 
piane, for the amount of curvature could only be explained i n 
some cases by a practically horizontal fault plane~ whereas 
the scarplet plainly shows in all cases that it dips steeply 
to the we st. r t i s not known whether the original trace of 
the fault at tfue time that uplift be gan was crooked in detai l, 
sufficiently so to control the stream spacing, or whether the 
recent scarplet merely tends to follow the range front. The 
latter explanation seems much the more likely~ Whatever the 
cause, the scarplet does show a marked tendency to follow 
the base of the mountain face rather than to run straight 
across: the mouths of small canyons and over spurs. 
That it cannot be an old strand line is shown at a number 
of localities toward the north of the valley where the sca rp-
let crosses granite spurs with a pproxima tely the same displace-
ment and inclinat i on a? in t he adjacent alluvi~m. The ~ncli­
nation of the plane cannot be det er mi ned a s accurately as 
one might desire, either i n the gr anite or alluvium since 
sufficient slumping has occurred everywhere to cover up the 
original f ault surf ace, even where it cros s es steep gull i es 
and spurs. 
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In the vicinity of Deep Spring Ranch (Stewart's Ranch 
of the topographic may) the scarplet branches as it crosses 
a bedrock sal i ent, the two branches show i ng a sonsiderably 
lessened throw from that to the north and south where the 
scarplet is s i ngle. It is not known whether the salient is a 
cause' for the branching of the scarplet or an effect of sim i lar 
-~ -
distributive faulting dur i ng the upl i ft of the mounta i n wall. 
An answer to this questiorr would be of the greatest i nterest 
sinc.e it bears directly on a similar problem with whi ch we 
are confronted in both the Big Pine Salient and the Waucoba 
Emba.yment along Owens Valley. 
At the north end of Deep Spri ng Valley, recent uplift 
along the ea.st margin has resul t ed i n the vertical displace-
ment by means ;. of step faulting of recent basaltic flows by 
over 1000 feet. The lava consists of two flows, each about 
10 feet thick, ab out 40 feet apart, and sepaTa:ted by a: pumice 
breccia de posit. The flows themselves a.re andesitic toward 
their basea and basai t ic toward their tops. The lower flow 
seems more ac i dic thab the upper one. Rather compl i cated 
fault relations are displayed i n the northern part of the val-
ley where these flows are cut by an i ntersect i ng group of 
f aults, all of them evidently of great recency. The sca:rplet 
that is pre sent along the ent i re eastern side of the va l l ey~ 
however, d i es out against one of the large f aults that h~s 
cut the basalt series and n one of the series of the faults 
along the north side of the valley shows s\il.ch recent movement 
as tha t recorded by the sca.rplet along the east side. The 
very striking manner in which the l ava flows record the offset 
along t he faults cutting them, how ever, makes the northern 
region one of gre at i nterest. 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
Pre-Q.uaterna!:l Lan~ Forms 
Sierran Block 
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The earliest def i nitely established geolog ic da te i n 
the Sierra Nevada in the area covered by this paper is that 
of a Cambrian roof pendant west of Bi g Pine (13, p. 219). 
This limest one mass was intruded, prob ably in Juras sic time, 
by the main b~tholithic mass of the Sierra. Subsequent to th i s, 
no stratigraphi c record is present here until late Cenozoic 
time. Geomorphic evidence, however, po i nts to active dias-
trophism and erosion of reg i on from the close of the Oordil-
leran Revolution until t he present. 
The territory descr i bed in this paper contains, h igh up 
on t he east slope of the Si erra, t wo well preserved remnants 
of early eros i on periods. The earl i er and higher of the se is 
represented by the fl a t surf aces of Ttble Mo untain and Coyote 
Ri dge, b oth ab out 11,500 feet i n elevat i on, evidently parts 
of the same surf ace which has been dee ply i ncised by the 
So uth Fork of Bi shop Creek. The lower and l ater of t he two 
Surf aces, Coyote Fl at, is about 1500 feet below the Coyote 
Ridge-Table Mountai n s urface .and l i es a short distance to the 
east, at the br i nk of the Bi g Pine-Bishop s egment of the 
Sierran scarp, overlook i ng Owens Valley. Both of the s e 
surfaces s how t he undulating topography of mi ddle old age 
gently rolling f l a t areas, relief of sever a l hundred f eet, 
isolated remnants of resistant roc k . Ne i ther on e of them is 
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a peneplane in any sense of the word. From a comparison 
these surf ac:es with erosion surfaces in the Mt. Whitney a nd 
upper Kern gegion, it seems highly probable that they corres-
pond: with Lawson's s ummit Plateau and his High Valley Zone 
or Chagoopa· Plateau (14, pp. 308, 315). The d i f f erence in ele-
vation between the higher and lower surf aces at the two 
localit i es is approximately the same and the actual elevations 
show close correspondence. An important dif f erence i s that 
the surfaces in the Bishop region are on the east side of the 
range crest whereas those in t he Mt. Wh i tney reg j on with wh :i ch 
they are correlated are on the west side. 
Knopf f i nds d i i' ficulty j n acc ount j.ng for the presence 
of the two groups of surf aces on oppos ite sides of the range 
crest wj thout postulating epe i rogen i c uplift of the entire 
regiorr (2, p. 88). He apparently does not th i nk it possible 
for such surf aces o~ r ather low rel i ef to be developed un-
less the ent i re reg ion be reduced to low relief. He would thus 
not subscribe to t he view that t he surfaces i n both ins t ances 
are the result of interrupted upl i ft a J_ ong the east side of 
the range, wh i ch has a l lowed the deve lopm ent of areas of old 
physiography on both sides of the range crest. Yet it seems 
to the writer t hat just such a sequence of events may have 
occurred . 
A test of the hypothesis would be the relative westward 
tilts of the Subsummit Plateau a nd the Chag oopa Plateau. If 
the uplift be t ween the two phys i ographic e pochs had been of 
epe i rogen i c char acter, the surf aces sho ul d be es sent i ally 
parnllel. If, on the othe r hand, the uplift be t ween the two 
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epochs had bee n a long the eastern margin of the range, the two 
surf aces should show lack of parallelism, the higher one slop-
ing westward steeper t han the lower one. Although evidence 
on this score is very scanty, nevertheless, in t he Bishop Re-
gion at l~ast the higher surface represented by Table Mounta i n 
and Coyote Ridge has a distinctly asymmetric eas t-west pro-
file that shows tilt i ng toward the west. The lower surf ace~ 
represented by Coyote Flat shows no a pparent aspwmetry. It is 
true that the am ount of difference in slope i s slight, but 
it should be only slight acc ord i ng to the theory advanced, 
a nd it is i n the direction that wsuld be expected. 
It is a pparently Knopf's belief that an old age sur-
face such as the Cha;goopa Plateau c ould not develop on the eas t 
side of the range crest if the uplift preced j ng its formation 
was a- long the ea stern boundary f a ult of the range. The wr i t e r, 
however, fails to see any important objecti cn to such an i dea, 
since the di ssection of the older surface during the f or mation 
of the younger may occur as long as the lower surf ace i s 
graded to an adjacent 1 ow land. The lower, or Chag oopa. surf ace 
was graded to Owens Val ley whi le it was be i ng cut according to 
the pre s ent hypothesis and should have been as able to evolve 
its old age physiography as well as though the entire reg i on 
had been uplifted e pe irog e nically. Th i s v i ew rec ei vel:'t sup-
port when cogn i2a ne.e is taken of the small benches that ar e 
present on the Si erran scarp about 2000 feet above Owe ns Val ley. 
These benches are actual l y s mall areas i n an old age s tage of 
physiographic develo pment and i t seems ent irely poss i ble tha t 
larger area s such as Coyote Flat could have been f orm~d in 
exactly the s ame manner. 
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Suf f ic ient i nformati orr is not ava i labl e at pr es e nt to 
reach a fina l c onclus i on as to the me thod of upl i ft of the 
eas tern scarp of the Si erra Nevada . I am i ncl i ned to believe, 
howev.:er, th.at all of the pre sent scarp i s the result of 
differentia.l movement between the mountain mas s and Owens 
Valley- after the entire reg ion had be en epeirogenical ly 
uplifted in late Mesozoic or early Tertiary time. I ca nnot 
believe tha t the twa old a.g e surfac:es,, the Sub-s ummit :plateau 
and the Chag oopa:. Plat eau resulted from epeirogenic up·lif't 
of the entire we stern Great Basin region. 
Inyo-Wh :'.. te Moun~ a.in Block 
A rather well-marked surface ne ar the crest of the White 
Mounta>i ns north of the latitude of Bishop is interpreted as 
an o·ld eros i on surface.. Its average elevation from Reed 
Flat,, approximately its southern l i mit, to Cam pito Meadow on 
the north is about 10,500 feet with a gentle slope to the,south. 
It i s pr oposed to cal l this feature the "Reed Surface" from 
its development at Reed Flat .. This surf ace apparently dis-
appears at Carnp ito MeC¥dows and a short dist ance farther north 
another surface, s ome 1500-2000 feet h i gher, and sloping 
strongly up to Whi te Mountaj n Peak, makes i ts appear ance. I t 
is possible that th i s is the same surface a s the one to t he 
south, although it does not appear l ikely. The surfaces i n 
the Whi t e :Mount ain Quadr angle are discussed by Mr. G. H. 
Anderson (8) so wi ll not be cons idered further here. 
The Reed s urf a ce apparently d oes not extend south of 
Reed Flat, and as f a r as could be de t ermined, no other old 
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erosion s urf aces extend south of that point. The several f la.:t 
areas ne a r the crest of the r e.nge are at widely varying ele-
vations, most of them cons }derably below the summi t. It is not 
thought possible, certa i nly not desireable to attempt to corre-
late these surfaces with those on the Sierra, since they are 
on separa te orograph i c· blocks. 
Quaternary Land Forms 
In undertaking a discussion of the geologic history of 
Quaternary t i me, the writer has a; distinct feeling· of tre-
p i dation, f~r the number of events that a pparently must be 
crowded into this short epoch seems almost unbelievably l arge. 
A person accustomed to t he relatively uneventful glac ial 
periods of eastern North America will certa ~ nly have difficul-
ty in conceiv i ng of the complica ted history of diastrophism, 
sedimentation, eros ; on and vulcan ism that transpired dur ing the 
Pleistocene and Recent e p0chs i n the Owens Valley r egion. 
It should be po i nted out, however, that geologi sts of the Pa-
cific Re g i on have been bec oming more and more dis satisf ied 
with the chronology presented by eas t ern records. An exam-
ple of th is trend i n thought is presented by the stimulating 
article by J. E. Eat oh entitled, ·"Divisions and Duration of 
the Pleistocene i n Southern Cal ifornia", which appeared 
a·bout five years ago, and in which the author advocated strong ly 
the neces s ity of rev i sing our ideas of the length of Pleis-
to.cene t i me (4). 
Northern Owens Valley appears to alm ost 
uniq_ue. i n the degree to wh i ch glaciation, volcanic activity, 
sediment ation~ and recent diastrophis m are interrela ted. 
Because of the close relationship of these various chapters 
i n the geoleg i c history of t he area, it has been poss i ble 
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to arrive at an unusually complete understanding of the l ater 
geologic history of a reg ion in which fossil evidence of the 
precise age of the var i ous format i ons is lacki ng. The port i on 
of geolog i c t i me with which we ate concerned in the present 
discussion includes most of the Quaternary, a brief mo ment 
indeed when compared to the geolog i c column as a whole, but 
an extremely eventful time in the Owens Valley area. 
In formulat j ng the Quaterna-ry history of thi~region 
it has been found c,onvenient to ass.ume t hat the Pleistocene 
epoch ended with the retreat of the glac i ers of Ti oga (Wis-
consin) (5 1 p. 881) time. This is probably n ot str i ctly true, 
for as Eaton has po i nted out, an important post-glacial time 
interval, equivalent t o the Champla i n subsidence, probably 
occurred dur i ng uppermost Pleistocene t i me in California 
(4 1 p. 134).. Si nce a ppare ntly no record of this i nterval 
is present within the Inyo territory, however, it seems de-
sireable in co nnection with the pre s ent discussion to con-
Sider that the end . of the Tj oga glac i al epoch marks the 
Pleistocene-Recent boundary here. 
Within the area covered by this paper evide nce is 
at hand for thre e of Blackwelder•s glacial eposhs., the Sher-
win, the Tahoe, and the Tioga (5). The type sect i on of the 
McGee stage j s only a few miles north of the Round Valley re-
g ion a nd it seems probable that the Owens Valley area was 
affected by thisfg lac i ation. Since·,, however, the rel ations of 
the McGee with the Bishop formation are not known it canno·t 
be accurately fitted i nto the chronology presented here. 
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The re.lat ions of the other glacial per i ods to the vo1-
c anic series ar e very plain, however~ s i nce till of the Sher-
win stage lies unconf ormab ly) upon the tuff breccia member of 
the 5ishop forma t ion near Sherwin Hill. Furthermore, the 
volcanic series is known to be at leas t i n part equ i valent 
to the Zurich format i on of the western slope of the 
White Mo untains (see page 28). The Zurich formation has been 
shown, on the bas is of vertebrate and invertebrat e evidence, 
to be of probable Pleistocene age. ( see page 28 ) There is 
reason to believe, too, tha t the Si erra Nevada attained 
part of i.ts present elevation subs.equent to the de position of 
the Zurich formation, and it is also poss j ble a.cc:ord i ng to 
Blac kwelder that it suffered some uplift between the Sherwin 
and the Tahoe glacial s tages (5,. P• 900). 
Volcanic Tableland 
The most prominent geomorphic feature in the region 
north of Bishop is the Volcan i c Table!and~ a flat surf ace 
sloping gently south toward Bishop from Casa Diablo Mountain. 
It is underlai n by a relat i vely resis t ent stratum of rhyolite 
tuf f breccia~ ( See page 28) one of the members of the Bishop 
f ormat i on. The surface of the Tableland is one of remark-
ably l i ttle rel i ef, be i ng broken only by a great many normal 
f a ul t s hav i ng a displacement of a few feet, and a number of 
small hummocks rising several f eet above t he monotonous plain. 
A series of very soft pum t ce ous and sandy strata underlies the 
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resistent cap rock thr oughout t he Volcanic Tableland region as 
a r e sult of which streams which have cut their way through 
the cap ro·ck deepen their channels very rapidly to form steep-
sided gorges. Since the entire volcanic series i s very por-
ous t here is no water in the form of s pr ings or streams any-
where on the surf ac·e of the Tableib.and. As a result there is 
very little; vegetat i on on i t s surface and its aspect, , espec-
ially in the heat of the summer, is exceptionally desol ate. 
The patterns, both of Owens River and Rock Cree~ are not 
those one would expect to be developed by consequen.t streams 
flowing down the present surfac.e of the Volcan ic: Tableland)t: 
but seem rather to repre s ent a. super i mposed pattern developed 
at a. time when a series of soft beds overlay the present hard 
c ap r ock. It is diff i cult to expla i n otherwise the cur~ous 
course of lower Rock Creek just above its c onfluence wi th 
Owens River (see Plate 33). Rock Creek, wh i ch to the north 
has been flow i ng along the western border of the volcanic 
series ha s cut a deep gor g e through the rhyolite tuff breccia 
cap rock and the subjacent pumiceous strata whereas i ts ex-
pectable course is th i s vicinity ' would be around the south 
edge of tb.e Tableland to meet Owens River after it had left 
its g orge. Furthermore, Ow ens River does not exhibit a truly 
consequent pattern, s i nce it assumes a considerably longer 
course than expectable i n cross i ng the Tableland •. 
The presence of the occasional hummocky prominences 
mentioned above whjch lie on t op of the breccia capping at 
numerous places and wt1t ch se em to be s omewhat softer than the 
cap rock itself,, suggest the former presence of a rel at ively 
soft stratum ly :i ng on t op of the pre s ent rhyol i te tUff bre c c i a. 
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Plate 33 
View lo~king southeast from the base of the Sierran 
scarp just s outh of Sherwin Hi 11. The Tungsten Hills and 
the Bishop Offset to the right. The Volcanic Tableland .to 
the left with the Whi te Mountains beyond. The Confluence 
of Rock Cree k and Ow ens River wi th the superimposed char-
aat er of the drainage may be s een on the Tableland a short 
distance to the left of the middle of the photograph. 
The alluvial a.pron of the Sierra Nevada is j_n the foreground. 
Se e page 130. 
I 
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From a cons i deration of the s e probable remnants of a former 
extensive series of rocks ly i ng ab ove the present cap rock of 
the regi on, and the anomalous patterns of Roc k Creek and Owens 
River, it s e ems highly probable that the present surf ace of 
the Volcani c Tableland represents a s ur f' ac e of degradation. 
The southern border of the Volcani c Tableland is note-
worthy for i ts extre mely stra i ght plan. It woul~ a ppear at 
first, that this border mig ht be marked by an east-west fault, 
but i nvest i gation has shown t hat no such f a ult exists. In 
d irec t prolongati on of its possible exte nsion t o the west of 
the po·i nt where Owens River leaves its g orge to enter Owens 
Valley, an erosion remnant of the Tableland occurs undisplaced. 
several other remnants of the capping stratum occur at points. 
well to t he s outh of t he possible fa ult, yet show no hypsa-
me tric discordance with the ma i n cap bed on t he Volcanic 
Tabl el and. The cause of tha rectiline ar plan of the s outhern 
border ap pears to be found in the character of Owens River, 
which in this vicinity meand.ers intric a tely over Owens Val ley 
in a . general east-west direction (see plate 12 A). In doing 
so it has cut the scarp which forms t he southern b order of the 
Volcani c Tableland. 
The western border of the Tableland g i ves the appearance 
of hav i ng been bur i ed by alluvium from the Si erras a s it d i ps 
gently t oward t hem (se e Plate 33). The eastern border has 
b een f aulted to s ome ex~ ent~ modif i ed c onsiderab ly by erosion 
and is now i.n the process of bur i al 1 i ke the wes tern edge. 
Owens River 
North and northwes·t of Bishop , the Ow ens River has a 
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peculiar meandering c ourse and is bordered for a considerable 
distance by swampy land, indiaating t hat its rate of flow is· 
muc·h lower here that either to the north or to the south where 
it flows in relatively swamp-free country (see plate 12 A). 
A possible explanation for th i s sluggishness i s that the river 
has not become adjusted to the Round Valley syncline which 
may stj_ll be i n the process of formation or has hut recently 
ceased growing. Accord i ng to th i s explanation, the grade of 
the river betwee,n Laws and Pole ta should ha. ve been cons j_d-
erably les s ened a s a result of the northward tilting of the 
la;nd here. A natural corolarry of this tilting would be the 
lowering of the grade of the river above this point and the 
4nception of the pre s ent swampy era. 
Sierra Nevada Scarp 
One of the boldest mag.ot --.mo.untain faces known, certainly 
the boldest within the United Statesi the east face of the 
Sierra:. Nevada f acing Round Valley is a fault scarp of surpas-
albqg grandeur. This great granite face seems to rise almost 
ve.rtica.lly from the floor of Round Valley to its crest over 
7000 feet above •. It is interesting to note that while the 
scarp contains precipitous cl iff s a thousand f ee t or more in 
height the steepest portion of the scarp as a whole, located 
just above Wells Meadow~ has a slope of 32 degrees (63 percent). 
Of almost compa rable steepness, the west f ace of the White 
Mountains exhibits a s l ope of 28 degrees (56 percent) just 
west of Pellfsier Flats. These scarps are perhaps the finest 
known examples of great mountain faces which are, in their 
entirety, the result of normal faulting . The Round Valley 
scarp is perhaps more impressive than the White Mountain 
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scarp since it exhibits a uniformly steep· front over a consid-
erably greater distance than the latter. 
In spite of the fact that the Round Val ley sca rp is 
so outstanding an example of a: recently for med fault sc arp, 
it is most significant that it owes much of its present steep-
ness to a; fortuitous arrangement of its j oint plan.es, the 
major set of which is roughly parallel to the range front and 
dips 4teeply toward the va l l ey. (See plate 36 B) It has , 
further~ been pointed out in this paper that the most recent 
faulting along the range has occurred directly at the base of 
t he bedrock face and that these recent scarplets always ahow 
a steep dip (60-75 degrees) toward the valley. Fr0m a consid-
eration of the s e f acts we see at once tha t the face of the re-
markably steep Round Valley scarp is not nearly as steep as 
i ts bounding f a ul t s, even tb.ough it has had its stee pness 
overemphasized at places by the attitude of the jointi ng . 
This conclusion f al l s in sharp disagreement with an hypothesis 
frequent l y advanced (16) : that basin range fronts tend to 
retreat from their original position as outl jned by fault j ng, 
wi tP.ou~ showing ~tab],~ ~£ang~ in Q_ec l i vi ty. The Round Valley 
scarps shows that it has neither retreate d from its orig i nal 
position nor r e ta i ned its original stee pness as determined 
by f aulting. 
Al though the rather straight c ourse of Pine Cree k , 
roughly perpendicular to the r ange front, suggests that fault-
ing may have i nfluenced it, the undisturbed traces of several 
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Table I 
Slopes of Owens Valley Walls 
Latitude Sierran Slope Inyo Sl ope 
36° 36 1 14 percent 16 percent 
32 18 16 
34 28 16 
36 27 21 
38 30 27 
40 32 31 
42 29 34 
44 37 29 
46 29 32 
48 26 30 
50 24 18 
5 2 35 15 
54 30 17 
56 37 18 
58 34 26 
37 00 26 19 
02 37 35 
0.4 24 26 
06 21 36 
08 17 11 
10 10 
12 30 11 
14 30 14 
16 22 38 
18 .18 19 
20 16 
22. 43 16 
24 34 17 
2.6 41 18 
28 50 16 
30 40 18 
32 26 
34 27 
36 23 
38 31 
40 33 
42 31 
44 36 
46 37 
48 33 
50 33 
52 27 
54 28 
Average 30% 24% 
St eepest 63% ( Wells Meadow) 56% (Pellisier Flats) 
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Pla:te 34 
A. View of Round Valley scarp of the Sierra just north 
of Pine: Creek, west of Bishop. The Pine Creek lateral mor-
aines of Tahoe age may be seen near the left of the photo-
grap~. The scarp angle, from ba:se to crest,near the center 
of th& view is about. 27 degrees al though it appears to be 
m.ueh steeper. The elevation of the highest point shown is': 
about 12,900 feet, the valley fih.oor at the scarp base is about 
6000 feet •. 
B. View looking north along Round Valley scarp a-
cross lateral moraines of Pine Creek. This is a dif f erent 
viewpoint of the portion of the scarp shown above. 
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Plate 35 
View lo oking nortb. along tb.e Round Valley 
scarp from the northern lateral mora ine of Pine 
Creek. The, influence of jointing on scarp declivity 
is well shown in this view. The Volcanic Table-
land and Casa Diablo Mountain appear faintly 
toward the right. 
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Plate 36 
A. Contact between granite (to right) and schist 
roof pendant, on north wall of Pine Creek at an elevation 
of ?LOO feet. The continuation of this contact un-
br oken across the ca nyon shows that a ma jor fault do es not 
follow its trend~ See page 139. 
B. Jointing in north wall of Pine Cre ek about one 
half mile west of its mouth. Note the decre ase in the dip 
of the joint planes a s the range front is a pproached to 
the right (e ast). See page 134. 
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contacts between old metamorphics and plutonics which cross 
the canyon prove that important f aulting has not occurred. 
(See Plate 36 A) Several anomalous dra ingge lines along the 
~ast and northeast flanks of Mt. Tom prove to be related to 
var iations in the character of the bedrock and not to fault-
i ng •. The bedrock here consists of a rather heterogeneous com-
plex of old metamorphic rocks i ntruded gy granitic plutonic·s. 
The Round Valley sc ar p , as an individual physiographic 
feature· terminates southward ne a r North Lake, on the north 
f orR of Bishop Creek. About two miles north of this point 
tl:;l.e Birch Creek scarplet marks the most southerly undoubted 
evidence of recent faulting along th i s zone. The region 
south of North Lake offers no suggestion of the presence of 
the Round Valley fault zone. In f act, the old ag e su rface 
represented by table Mountain an~Coyote Ridge, probably the 
e quivalent of the Subsummit Plateau in the Mt. Whitney re-
g ion (see page 124)~ lies unbroken in the path that the Round 
Val!ey fault zone would follow if it continued south of 
North Lake. 
The region east of the southern portion of the Round 
Valley- scarp j nc l uding the Buttermilk Country and the Tungsten 
Hills is i nterpreted as being part of the s carpramp that has 
resulted from the Bishop Offset, which has been somewhat 
mod i fied by minor east-west dip-slip faulting and later er-
psion. This region is t hus on the downthrown side of the Round 
Va l ley scarp •. The contours of its southern portion have been 
greatly smoothed out by glacial deposits of Tahoe and Tioga 
age, as well as fan material brought out by creeks such as 
Horton and Bi shop Creeks. 
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Possible reasons for the compa r a tively low slope of 
the Big Pine-Bishop segme nt of the Sierran scarp are several. 
Distributive faulting has been found to be important in the 
Big Pine Salient. The attitudes of the joint planes here are 
general ly not nearly a ~; steep as they a:re along the Round Valley 
sc arp. ~ The r ange front here has been much more dissected 
by eros i on and i t has been notched by streams to a considerabl~ 
grBater degree than a l ong the Round Valley scarp, facts that 
point to a greater phys iographic age• 
Stratigraphic evidence to establish age relations is 
lacking but physiography strongly slll.ggests that the Round Va l ley 
segment has been formed in part s i nce the Big Pine-Bishop 
segment. Proof of this is lacking but the phys iographic 
evide nce points i n that direction. 
A striking phenomenon frequently enc ountered al ong 
the eastern front of the Sierra is the occurrence of physio-
graphic features,. sugges tive of faulting, yet which show no 
evidence of recent movement,. in direct a lignment with clearly 
defined recent scarplets. Shannon Canyon, located between 
b ig pj_ ne and Bi s hop, shows this characteristic clearly. The 
we st ernmo-st fault of the frontal fault zone in this reg i on is 
plainly indic at ed north of Shannon Cany on, but a p0arently 
end s n.ear the bend i n the canyon near its mo uth. The canyon, 
s outh of tl)is poi nt, was exam ined with a view to d i scovering 
evidence for fault i ng , and while positive evidence was not 
f ound, certain physiographia features on the east canyon wall, 
such as marked difference :in slope from the west side, and a 
line of spr i ngs, po i nts to the poss i bility of a fault oc-
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curing here,. If it do e s exist,, it is c onsi.derably older than 
the f ro-nta l fa ults, however. 
It thus s~ems prob able that some of the lines of fault-
ing tha t have been active relatively recently are the result of 
a renewal of ac tivity al ong old f aults. This same situation 
seems to exist in other localiilties along the Sierra and als o 
al ong the White Mountain scarp (see pag e 101). Apparent 
structural lines, paral l el to the range front are present in 
the region north of the headwaters of Raw s on Creek, southwest 
of Bishop. Here, several canyons show a pronounced recti-
linear trend, near l y parall el to the main frontal fault system, 
yet they evince no signs of recent movement and no clear si gns 
of fault ing at ai l;. Yet the subsequent chara.cter of the streams, 
which is a pparently not related to rock differences, and 
their general alignment makes it seem probable that they re-
prese-t old structural l i nes, possibly connected with former 
fa.ult activity. The above suggestions are very poorly sup-
ported by evidence and are offered merely as possib i lities. 
Inyo-White Mount ain Range 
The wide variations in physiograph i c aspect presented 
by the west face of the Inyo-White Mountain range were noted 
by Knopf (2) but he did not attempt a discussion of its geo-
morphology. The general situation may be epitomized as · 
follows: 
To the north, in the reg ion about White Mountai n and Mont-
gomery Peak, the boldness of the scarp is very pronounced; 
in f act the average steepness here is greater than at most 
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pl aces a l ong the Sierran scarp as it face s Owens Val ley. In 
this region there can be no doubt of the great distinctness of 
the ' evidence for rece nt fault activity. 
The southern part of the range, near Owens Lake, also 
shows incontrovertible evidence of recent uplift, as is de-
monstrated by step faulting involving recent lava1• flows. 
Here, the steepness of the range front is not part i cularly 
notable since the dislocation has been effected by step 
faulting although this very low scarp angle, has pr0ved of 
interest in its application to other sections of the Inyo-
White Mount Bin range . as well as to the Sierra. 
The sect i on between the tw~ portions of the tange where the 
evidence for fault i ng is indisputable. has been very p·uz:zling 
because definite evidence for faulting of· recent date is very 
rare. 
Several alternative explanations for the difference in 
physiograpb.ic: appearanc·e of the range at various loc alities 
must be ' considered. First, the entire scarp may have been 
produced. at esse ntia.lly the s ame time and with essentially the 
same frontal appearance: -- the very diverse a ppearance of 
the scar p today may be> entirely the: result of differential 
erosion. Second, contemporaneous· elevation and erosion may 
have acted much as would have acted separately. Third, the 
various segments of the range front may have been produced at 
different times so t hat the region to the north near White 
Mountain Peak rµay have been formed considera:b!y after the 
region immedia tely s outh of t here -- in this case the uplift 
would have been par t ly of a rot a tional character with the 
first uplift pivoting about a point s ome d i stan~e north of 
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Laws and the second point revol.viP.g about a po·int considerably 
to tb.e s outh of here. Fourth, the variations in scarp angle; 
may be in whole or j_ n part the result of distributive fau]t-
ing. 
A further possibility, and one tha t has not been advanced 
for this region, is now presented, tentatively it is true, but 
in tb.e writer's opinion as the most plausible one of which he 
is aware. This explanation ma:y very well be combined with 
others and modified in that way to a considerable extent. 
Let us assume a surface of relatively low relief to be 
acted upon by more or less ve r tically directed forces from 
bel cw. It se e.ms. certain that the strains resulting from such 
stresses wili not be the sama in different rocks. Stratified 
rocks will tend to be arched up in a broad a nt .icline:, which 
will be f auited parallel to its axis. and near the margins: 
of the b l ock affected by the uplifting forces. Granitic roc ks, 
on the other hand,, will not be able to arch up to the extent 
of the sedimentary rocks, and as a result., f aulting near the-
margins of the block will ensue much earlier than with the 
sediments. I n t he I nyo-White Mountain r agne these relations 
seem to be we11. brought out. The segment of the range frO'm 
Big P ine- to Bishop is com posed almost entirely of st ratified 
rocks" me t amorphosed to a considerable· degree. Here, the phy-
s i ographic e.vidence: points to relatively slight uplift along 
the margins; on the other hand , the ev j_ dence pqints rather 
clearly to a broad warp i ng along the axis of the r ange, ac-
compa·n i ed by minor faulting along the marg i ns. 
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To the north of this region, however~ recent uplift of 
important magn i tude along both marg 2- ns of the range is indi-
ca_ted, and here the range is composed a l most entire l y of gra-
nitic roc ks . 
A possible inference fr om these f acts is that the re-
g ion now represented by the Inyo"'.""White Mounta j n range was sub-
j~cted to a more or less vertical force from below. The regi on _ 
from Bishop to Big Pine was able to relieve the s t ress by si m-
ple- warp i ng, accompanied- by a minor amount of faulting whereas 
the region to the north compesed of resist ant rocks was able 
to rel ieve the stress only by i mportant faulting. 
The margni tude of the dis placement resulting at the two 
regions may have been ne a r l y the same, accord i ng to this hy-
p othesis~ but the mdde of deformati on was g re atly different. 
Therefore, the hi ghest points of the range, near the mj_ dd l e, 
do not differ greatly i n elevation, but the profiles differ 
co ns iderably. Further, the series of smali normal faults, 
roughly normal to the genera l r ange trend, as developed es-
pecia l ly in the Big Pine-B i shop region seem to be tension. 
f aults formed at the time of the anticlinal arching. 
The hypot hesis is only intended to explain the defor-
mation that originally blo-cked out the r ange. Later diss.-
trophism, such as tha t which has caus ed the r el a tively minor 
uplift a l ong the western marg i n s~nce the de pos i tion of the 
Zurich formation, and wh ~ ch has caused westward tilting of the 
r ange, a l so s i nce the depositi on of the Zurich, is not i ntended 
to be explained by t h~s hypothesis. Further, while this 
theory a pparently explains f a i rly well the difference in the 
as pect of the Inyo-White Mountain scarp at various local ities, 
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it does not expla in the difference in ti~~ of :eroductio:i:l'. of 
the Sierran scarp a nd the I nyo-Whi te Mount ain sc.arp, which is-
p oi nted to strongly by the stratigraphic evidence of the Zurich 
formation. 
According to this evidenaa, the Sierra Nevada see ms 
to have been uplifted a consid_erab l e amount aiiiter the Inyo-
White Mountain range had attained approximately its present 
elevation. From a sonsideration of t hese da ta it would seem 
very 1 ikely that the Sierras should. show throughout a gre ater 
physiographic recency than the Iny o-Wh i te Mo untain range if 
they were uplifted la~ er. A study of the scarp angles of the 
two r anges, however,. has disclosed tha t the northern portion 
of the l nyo--Wh i te Mountain range is fully as steep as any 
part of the Sierra, with the exception of the Round Val ley 
scarp ,. and steeper- than much of t he Sierran face (s·ee Table 1, 
page 135). S i nce the evidence presented by the Zurich forma-
tion,, though, s eems to be t rustworthy, we must a cce pt, ten-
tat i ve l y at least, the theory postulat ; ng two dates for the 
m0st !:~.£~pt ~r.!!J20rtant upiift of the · two ranges, fir s t the· 
Inyo-Wh i te Mount ain r ange, l a t er the Sierra Nevada. 
The st rat igraph.ic eviden ce of the Zurich forma t ion 
will be presented here, s i nce it is of i mportance in connection 
with the rel ati ve ages of the two moun t ain ranges. 
Younger Tal us Cones of the Sierra 
Young er than the great cones c onstitut i ng part . of the 
Zurich f orma ti on,_ the talus c ones flanking the Sierra are 
n.evertheless very larg ely pre-Taha@ :i.n age. Pra.ct ically no 
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import ant ad ditions to them have t aken place since Taho t· 
- e ime-
and the moraines of that stage, very slightly di sse-cted, Iie on 
the Sierran cones. These differ very greatly from the old 
Zurich cones which flank the Inyo-White Mountains. They are 
very s l ightly cemented and lithified, if a t all. Actually they 
represent mere l y the f ans which are now being formed. They 
are ~ut slightly dissected. They contain no f ine material 
such as characterrzes t he Zurich formation a t many local i ties. 
They cont ain £.£ pumice~ bed.e_, and this is of the greatest 
jmportance since it indicates strori.gly that they have been 
f onmed l a ter than the pumiceous series of the region and 
therefore subsequent to the Zurich and the Bishop formations. 
Further, their distribution differs greatly from the 
Zurich beds, for instead of dilling l a r ge cany ons along the 
rang e they ar e confined t o the fr ont of the mountains as an 
apron wh i ch extends but a l i ttle dist ance back into the can-
yons. The strong implication from these facts is t hat since 
the Sierra Fans are subsequent to the Zuricb. formation and 
the Bis hop fo rmat i on, the Sierras must have under gone a major 
amount of uplift since zurjch !J.:E!.~ becaus e if the present 
cones had be en i n progress of formation at that time, t hey 
would almost certaj nly record the pum i ce epoch. An alter-
native explanati on for the absence of the pum i ce is that i t is 
buried and not v i sible for that reas on. Tha t,however , does 
not invalidate the conce pti on of late Si erran uplift since 
the 1?.E.esent cones represent the present stage of uplift and 
any earlier c ones, buried or removed, must have a.c companied 
an earl ie r stage of uplift. 
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Plate 37 
View looking west, upstream at terraces along Freeman 
Creek:. just south of Keough 1 s Hot Springs along Sierran scarp . 
Three levels:, cut in the younger talus cones of the Sierra, 
a.re represented here. Se e page 148. 
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The amount of this postulated· post-Zurich uplift cannot 
be determined fr om the data at hand. It is suggested that it 
may have been approximately 2000 feet, the am ount of uplift 
represented by the · sma ll benches overlooking .Owens Valley. 
No means of verifying this is at hand, however. 
Three minor uplifts of a few tens of feet each are re-
corded in the Sierran fans along the larger creeks of the Bishop-
Big Pine segment by s everal terrac:e l.evels • . ( See· Plate 3.7). 
The Inyo-White Mounta ~ n corr elative of the younger 
talus cones of the Sierra is a series of very poorly developed 
cones overlying the Z::urich forma·t ion and largely the result 
of its dissection. This recent series is very much less devel-
oped than the Sierran fans, largely because of the very great 
difference in r a infadl of the two gegions. (See plate 7 A) 
This effect wili be discussed in a later section. 
Deep Spring Va l ley 
Al thoug h t he geology of Deen Spring Valley has been 
set forth ad mirably by w. J. Miller, (6) the writer believes 
it is des i re ab l e to tre at briefly some aspects of the recent 
geologic structure of the v alley that were discovered in the 
course of 8 days of rather intensive study during August 1932. 
Deep Spring Valley is one of a series of most remarkable bas i ns 
in the Great Basin reg i on although it differs so mewhat from 
some of the l a rger ones, in tha t it is actually an integral 
part of the Inyo-Wh i te Mountadn range, while more typ i cal 
b a s i ns such as Fish Lake vai ley to t he north are inter-range 
features. This type of basin has a very characteristic 
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lozenge shaped plan, is outlined i n whole or a t Ieast largely 
by faulting and has only i nter i or dra i nage --- in short it is· 
best described as a "hole i n gtt oundtt. In the immed i ate vicinity 
of Deep Spring Valley are located a number of basins of this 
ge nera l type -- Cowhorn Val l ey, Fish Lake Valley, Eureka Valley~ 
Sal i ne Val ley~ Panamint Vall ey, Death Va l ley. 
Deep Spring Valley is outl i ned by t wo main f ault zones, 
c onve r g i ng at the northeast and s ovthwe s t ends of the valley. 
The f a lflt zone along the east side of the va lley continues 
several miles beyond the- southwest end of the valley as a 
prominent scarp facing toward the northwest and trend i ng across 
the Inyo Mountains s outh of Soldier Canyon. ' It d i es out at 
approxima tely the crest of t he~ange . The fault z·one al ong the 
we st side of the va l ley is not a s clearly defined a s the east-
ern zone -- in f act, as will be pointed out below, it is believed 
to be considerably older than the east ern f a ul t zone. Re-
latively minor east-west f a ults are present a~ several points 
along the valley walls and ancient structures, b oth faults and 
f olds, have strongly affected the rocks around the v al l ey. 
These ol der structures will be but briefly t ouched upon for 
as was ment i oned in the i ntroduction of thi s paper the 
writ er's ma i n concern i n the f i eld was the recent structure. 
By a l l odds the finest exampl e of a well pr e s erved 
Recent scarplet i n the entire southwest region may be observed 
a l ong the bas e of t he east wall of Deep Spring Val ley. Dis-
pl acement al ong th i s f eature varies s omewhat from pl ace to place al ong 
its length but average s abo ut 20 feet with the valley block 
dropped down al ong a plane tha t appears to be near ly vertical. 
The tra ce of thi s scarplet i s :-Ta.ther sinuous, s i nce it f oll ows 
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the details of the base of the main scarp unusually closely. 
The marked freshness of this feature points to its formation 
with j n the last few hundred years, and the length of unbroken 
scarp -- about 10 miles -- causes one to specul ate as to the 
i ntensity of the seismic disturbance that mus.t have occurred 
at the time of its formation. (Assum i ng that it was formed 
practically instantaneous l y, an assumption that s·eems highly 
probal;lle, but that is by no means certain.) Apparently there 
is no historical, legendary or otherwise, of any great earth-
quake in the region, except th 1872 tremor. 
At a point just north of the northern end of Deep Spring 
Lake the bedrock face for several hundred feet above the 
scarplet has a slope of about 53 degrees and appears strongly 
as though i t were a part of the orig inal fau l t surface. 
Upon careful scrutiny, however, it soon becomes evident tha t 
the re markable steepness of the scarp here is the result of 
the joint i ng , which is here e~actly pa · a l l el to the scarp 
face. At other localities along the east wall, the steepness 
while very pronourtced does not attain the value found near the 
lake largely because the jointing does not exhibit the same 
dist i nctness or attitude in all places. 
Measurements of the declivity of the l ower portion of 
eastern Deep Spr i ng scarp were made at several localities and 
are given i n the table be l ow: 
station Lower 200 feet Lower 500 feet 
T 123 38 degrees 27 degrees 
T 125 30 It 25 It 
T 127 27 " T 128 36 " 28 It 
T 129 31 tt. 28 ti 
T 110 53 tt 38 II 
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Pla:te 38 
A. Prominent "kennbut 11 and 11 kenrco1 " along 
west side of Deep Spr ing Valley whic h are not the 
result of f aulting. Closely spaced jointing deter-
mines the col .. 
B~ View across alluvi um-filled Deep Spring Valley to 
i ts east wall south of Deep Spring Lake. Camera stands on 
metasedimentaries of probable Cambrian age. 

An analysis of these figures le ads to s ome interesting 
conclusions. First, we see that the slope of the lower 200 
feet,. which should a pproach that of the fault plane i~ any 
part of the scar p does, averages 32 degrees if the greatly 
oversteepened part of the · scarp at T 110 be neglected. Now 
if we grant for the moment tha t the part of the scarp at T lIO 
gives a measur e of t h~d i p of the fault plane we see that the 
averas e slope of the sc ~ rp has already receded s ome g~ degrees 
fr om that on the fault plane. This, i nspite cf the fact that 
the slope, even at T 110,. is probably not nearly as steep as 
the dip of the fa~lt plane as i nferred from the dip of the 
Recent scarplets and from their detailed trace near the north 
end of the valley~ Further, we see that the slope of the 
lower 500 feet, not over ~- quarter of the total scarp height, 
is very much less than that of the lower 200 feet, showing 
c onclusively that wearing back f rDm the orig inal fault plane 
takes place very rapidly. 
The purpose of the above discussion is twofold~ 
Fi rst, it shows that scarps do not retai n their original 
steepness for any appreciable time at all after formation; 
Second, it shows that fault faces do not retreat f rom their 
base line, retaining as they do so their orig i nal i ncl j na tion, 
but r a ther tha t they wear bac k very rapidly from their ori-
ginal i nclination wi thout any retrea t whatever. If they do 
retreat, they will have lost most of their original steepness 
befor e the recession commences. (See also the discussion of 
the Ro und Va l ley Scarp.) 
Interesting physiographic e~idence to indicate the 
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recency of dis place ment along the eastern fault of the 
valley may be seen directly s outh of the va l ley, above its 
scarp .. To the east of B.M. 8513 a large fl a t area containing 
several c l os ed de pressions may be identified. These unnatural 
fe atures ~ere evidently ponded at the time of the upl i ft of the 
east wall of Deep Spring Va l ley, their drainage being changed 
from exterio~ drainage to t he northwe st to interior dra i n age. 
Although but little rainfall fa l ls in this region, the streams 
that flow i nto Owens Va l ley seem to be more vig or ous than 
those flowing i nto De ep Spr i ng Val l ey and a lready a ppe ar to be 
mak i ng headway in captur i ng the drai nage of the flat and en-
closed areas. Before the uplift of the east wa l l of Deep 
Spring Va l l ey, s tre ams f l owing immediately east and west of 
B.M •. 8513 probably flowed j n l a r g e part to the north i nst ea d 
of to the south a s at pre sent. 
The f act that the lowest portion of Dee p Spring Va l ley 
is a t the bas e of the eastern sc arp po i nts strongl y to.wa rd the 
hy pothesis tha t the floor of the valley has been subsiding 
recently, rather than the scarp- ris i ng. The rel a tive amounts 
of such subsidence of the valley and rise of the regi on east 
of the f a ult is not determinabla, but i t seems ,probable that 
subsi dence of the va lley f l oor acc ounts for a considerable 
amount of the observable scarp height. 
The west side of Deep Spr i ng Va l ley is gre a tly different 
phys i ogr aphical ly from the eas t s i de. Alth ough it may have 
or ig inally had its ge ne r a l outl i ne determi ned by faulti ng , it 
ha s been greatly modified subsequent l y by ero s ion. It s outline 
is now 11 f an-bayed 11 in contrast t o the barely "fan-dented" 
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outline of the east wall (15~ p . 392 for defin i tion of terms). 
It is even a question as t o whether or not the west wal l may 
not have be en largely determined by warping, accentuated some-
what by fault j ng , wh ile the east wall i s certainly a true 
fau1t · scarp. The steepest portions of the west wall prove 
upon investigation to be jn part dip slopes formed on the steeply 
east dipping metamorphics, and in part up-dip slopes capped 
by resistent strata~ The only certa in faults along this side 
of the valley are old fe atures that show no evidence of re-
cent activ i ty .. 
It is ho ped that measurements of the depth of alluvium 
i n Deep Spring Valley may be made b y s~ismic methods. These will 
yield definite information bearing on the question of the 
method of f or mation of the valley. 
Rain Shadow Effect of the Sierra Nevada 
The intere st i ng "rain-shadow" effect of a mountain 
r ange on ne ighb or j ng territory has long been recognized 
by geographers and geologists. In this phenomenon, the region 
to the lee of a high mountain range has a very much lower 
rainfall tha t the region to windward; whenever the prevail i.ng 
wi nds blow across the trend of the mount ains. The effect is 
especially marked in situations where the atmosphere to wind-
ward has a relative l y high moisture content before reachj_ng 
the mountains. In tb.is ca se a very large amount of water is. 
precipitated on the windv;: ard side of the range while the lee 
side of the mounta i ns receives both relat i vely and absolutely 
li t tle rain, the amount of diffe rence j n ra infall on the two, 
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sides de pending on the elevation of the mountain mass above 
the adjacent territory as well as on the mo i sture content of 
the wind. 
Although the importance of this ra i n-shadow effect on 
the climate of the present time is well known, its influence 
on geolog ic processes of the past a pparently has not received 
attention from geolog ists. Regions tha t are affected by 
rela tively rapid folding· or faulting, for instance, may ex-
per i ence a change of climate tha t may be reflected in the char-
acters and amounts of sedim~nts deposi t ed on the two sides of 
the uplifted area. To the lee of a newly uplifted mountain 
range the c 1 imata would bee ome: more arid and rate of degra:da ti on 
would be reduced, while to the windward the climate would become 
mo:re humid and the ra:.te of erosional degradation would be 
i ncreased~ . It a ppeaxs that such a situa tion has aris:en in 
connection with the post-Zurich uplift of the Sierra in this 
region. 
This uplift has been mentioned earlier, (see page 145), 
and was determined by a study of the d i stribution of pumiceous 
material in the reg ion. The pumice zone i ntercalated 'in the 
Zurich formation has been correla ted with the tuff breccia mem-
ber of the Bi shop formation and this zo ne has not been 
found in the Sierran fa ns . Because of this and other reasons, 
it was st a ted that the Sierra Nevada has undergone a consid-
enable amount of uplift since the deposition of the Zurich 
formation. The exceed ing ly fresh Sierran sc2.rp, especially 
west of Round Valley, as well as the comparatively limited 
develo pment of fans i n the larger canyons, points to the 
redency of the production of much of the present scarp. 
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Ample struc,tural evidenc·e of re·cent uplift occurs in the form of 
t he series of recent scarplets at the base of the Sierran 
scarp (s.ee section ofl structure). 
If ona considers the very feeble erosive and transport-
ing power of the. anyo-Whi te. Mountain streams today one is 
almost forced: to the conclusion that at the· time1 of form ation 
of the great fans of the Zurich formation the amount of rain-
fali must ha ve much greater than at present. The l a ke bed 
chara c.ter of portions of the Zurich further subs tant tates 
this view. So:me explanation for the former exc.essive rainfall 
seems to be needed. 
Since theire is no satisfactory evideno_e of uplift ex-
ceeding s_everal hundred feet along the Inyo-White Moµntains 
since early Pleistoc:e ne time,, it is probable tha:t this moun-
tain b l o·ck had approximately its present elevation when the 
zurich formati on was being deposited. This view is substan-
tiated by the fac:t tha t a comparatively minor a mount of dias-
trophism ha s affected the beds of the Zurich. 
The Sierras in the Bishop reg ion stand 7000-9 000 feet 
above the floor of Owens Val ley• I f we assume that ababt 
2000-3000 feet of this eleva tion has be en due to the: most 
recent movements along the frontal scarp., an as sumpt j_on whose 
validity is attested to by the be nches ab out 2000 feet above 
tha valley, we arrive a t the conclusion that when t he Zur i ch 
f orm~tion wa s being deposited against the. Inyo-White Mountain 
range~ the Sierra stood at a height much l ess than at present, 
not much over 9000 -10,000 f 'eet on the average. 
Thus, if the White Mounta ins stood at approximately 
their pre s ent elevation at a time when the Si erras were at 
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a considerably lower average elevation the r a in shadow, effect 
of the Sierra Nevada~ so very pronounced now, would have be en 
of much less importance a nd prec ipi.tatian would have been con-
siderably gre ater over the: White Mouhtains and Inyo Range. 
In order to bring out the very great effect of the 
r a in shadow effect in this area today, t he table below has 
been prepared,., Rainfall f igures east and west of the Sierra 
at various· altitudes are shown, br i nging out forcibl :W the 
immense influence of the moantains on the surrounding region. 
The prevail i ng winds from t he Bacifia Ocean some 150 miles 
west of the western base of the Sierra lose some of their 
moisture in passing over the Coast Ranges, but nevertheless 
strike the western f ace of the Sierra Nevada st il l heavily 
laden with water. Practic;a lly all of this is precip i t ated 
in the f oothills and mountains, g i ving rise to ·the heavy r a in-
fall at loc alities such a s Huntington Lake, directly west of 
the Bishop Reg i on. 
When the se winds reaah Owens Valley, however, t hey are 
so thoroug hly dessic ated that they produce very li ~ , tle rain 
i nd·eed. The higher portions of the: reg ion east of the ·Sierra 
receive more rainfall than the valley floor, of course, but 
even at an elevation of 8500 f eet, on Bis hop Creek, the 
rai nfall is but a small fraction of that at the s ame a ltitude 
we s t of the summit. 
Table 2 
Show i ng comparative rainf a:ll east and West of the Sierran 
summit. Localit i es are listed in pairs, one east and one 
west of the summit, at about the same altitude. Data fr om 
U. s. Department of Agricult ure, Weather Bureau. 
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Locality Elev. Rain Locality Elev. Ra inf a l l (East of (West Of 
summit) summit) 
Bishop; Creek 8500 ft. 9.51 in. Huntington Lake- 7'000 ft. 31.28 
Bishop 4450 II 6.74 
" 
Casc'.ada 4900 
" 
30.88 
Inde pendence 3·957 "' 5.32 It Northfork 3000 tt 36.85 Lone Pine. 37'28 11 5.70 11 Springville 4000 II 35.48 
The very considerable importance of the Sierra Nevada 
of the rainfall of neighboring reg ions thus seems to be well 
establi.shed and from 8i. considera tion of the later geologic 
history of t he area, the conclusion that the deposition of the 
Zurich formation was largely a result of relatively heavier 
rainf a.11 than at present at a time when the Sierran mountain 
mass ·was lower t han at present, .. se e ms prob able .. 
It should be understood t ha.t this is but a tentative 
hypothesis., as yet insufficiently sup norted by evidence to 
make it entirely acc,ept able,, ~w.en to the author. 
Whether or not this phenomenon has operated in other 
regions is1rmot known. Other ranges in t he Gre at Basin pro-
vince ~ndoubtedly were uplifted at rates comparable with the 
Sierra, but in these cas es the a mount of dif f erence in rain-
f a l l on the two s ides must necessarily have been relatively 
slight s i nce ra i nf al1 on either side would have been small. 
in. 
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